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Faculty join
response to
state plan
by Donna Ragsdale
senior writer

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

Feel the burn
JMU gyms are packed these days with students getting ready to don their
swimsuits over spring break. From left, Nicole Stuart, Lisa Walker and Reed
Baker step and cycle at the Godwin Wellness Center to prepare for their trips to
Florida.

Some JMU faculty have joined other voices in
education responding to a state plan that calls for
increasing class sizes, limiting research and cutting
education costs at state colleges and universities.
A December report by the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia says that colleges and
universities must prepare to handle about 7,000
students in the next two years without substantial
increases in state funding. The plan calls for an
increase in student/faculty ratios, more hours for
teaching and less for research.
Last Friday, more than 1,000 University of
Virginia students protested SCHEV's plan in front of
the Rotunda. UVa President John Casteen III has
been a sharp critic of the plan.
While JMU President Ronald Carrier has said
SCHEV's recommendations aren't as damaging to
JMU because the university doesn't place much
emphasis on research, the Faculty Senate responded
to SCHEV with its concerns about student/faculty
ratios and "limited resources" from the state.
College presidents, faculty reject the plan
Carrier agreed, however, that the initial plan
released by SCHEV Dec. 8 didn't address some
problems facing higher education.
"Faculty salaries were low, financial aid needed to
SCHEV pa^ 2

JMU students, faculty, parents help
boost Harrisonburg, state economies
by Sara Hammel
senior writer
JMU makes the Harrisonburg economy flourish,
according to a recent study.
"The presence of JMU has provided a stable
source of jobs and income for a variety of
individuals and businesses," Dr. Frank Doherty,
JMU director of the Office of Institutional Research,
said.
Doherty and his staff prepared the report in
cooperation with the Virginia Employment
Commission.
He said the outcome of the report, based on the
1991 fiscal year, shows the significant impact JMU
has on the local economy and around the state,
including the jobs that are created and the money
that goes into local businesses.
Per year the university contributes about $97.7
million to $125.8 million to Rockingham County

through expenditures by university employees,
students and the university itself. JMU generates an
additional $117.5 million to $169.5 million to the
state's budget.
The study revealed that student expenditures
accounted for 71 percent of the local revenue
generated by the university. All spending related to
JMU adds to the local economy annually.
The study didn't include major building projects.
Senior Lesley Moseley lives off campus, and she
said she spends most of her income in the local area.
"I spend roughly a thousand dollars over a year in
Harrisonburg," Moseley said. "Most of my money is
spent at the grocery store, but I also spend a lot for
movies, gas and weekend activities."
But she said that figure doesn't take into account
rent or utilities, two large expenses for off-campus
students.
Linda Simmers, a comptroller for the Harrisonburg
JMU page 2
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be increased," Carrier said. "Tuition
was high, the equipment trust fund
needed to be funded and that
operating budgets needed to be
improved."
On Dec. 15, the Council of
Presidents, made up of Virginia
college presidents, rejected SCHEV's
report. A revised report was sent out
to the universities Jan. 12, and JMU's
Faculty Senate reviewed those
proposals.
But "JMU is in a good position,''
Faculty Senate Speaker Robert
Jerome said. "The kinds of things the
council is proposing are the kinds of
things JMU is already doing."
The Faculty Senate prepared a list
of responses to the revised plan and
sent them to SCHEV.
Teaching
with
limited
resources
SCHEV asked universities to
consider restructuring the way classes
are taught, the way research is
conducted, and how money is spent.
"We believed that restructuring
should take place," Carrier said. "We
should look at the way we taught
classes, we should look at the use of
technology." But he said that JMU
teachers already spend most of their
time in the classroom.
"Quite frankly the paper was
directed more at the graduate
institutions where the teaching loads
are much smaller and the research
loads are larger," Carrier said.

Richard McCarty objects to the
But SCHEV's call to limit state
funding does concern Carrier, other
overall purpose of the report.
"It really doesn't portray a vision
college presidents and JMU faculty.
for higher education in the state,"
Casteen, and other college presidents,
McCarty said.
have repeatedly
"It simply says
raised
More Students, Less Money
we're
objections to
overrunning
the report
• "At least 65,000 additional
with students so
Casteen students, graduate and
let's warehouse
stated in a letter undergraduate, will seek higher
to
SCHEV, education opportunities on the main them like we
warehouse
"The claim that campus of Virginia's public colleges
prisoners."
the state can and universities by the year
J M U
have something 2001...*
administrators
for nothing is • 'Since 1990-91, the system has
and
Student
seductive and grown by about 5,100 students and
Government
wrong."
added about 78 full-time faculty
Association
JMU's while relying on even more
members are
Faculty Senate part-time faculty to help
planning
to
also said the accommodate growth."
lobby
the
state
can't
• "To return facility salaries to the
General
expect them to 60th
percentile level of national
Assembly for
teach more with salaries in 1994-96 would cost an
more funding.
fewer resources. additional $120 million from the
Some
SGA
"Most
of state's general fund."
these programs,
members will
to be effectively • "Virginia now ranks 43rd among
travel
to
implemented, the states, slightly ahead of
Richmond next
Friday to lobby
would require Mississippi and Louisiana and
the
General
increased time somewhat behind Alabama and
in the amount of state
Assembly
for
and financial Arkansas,
revenues per student it appropriates
more money.
support during to higher education."
Star
the transition
SCHEV's report, "Change and Improvement
period . . . this Source:
Wilbraham,
in Virginia Higher Education: A Preliminary Report"
chairwoman of
is the time
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE the
SGA
period
over
which it appears resources will be
legislative committee, said, "We are
especially short, not plentiful," the
concerned about it and we're basically
Faculty Senate wrote to SCHEV.
going to be going to Richmond to talk
And at UVa, psychology professor
about the issues that SCHEV brought
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Electric Commission, said JMU and its students make
up a lot of the HEC's business.
"There's no exact number, but we do probably
have 2,500 to 3,000 students on the UDAP program,"
Simmers said.
And Simmers said the JMU campus uses about 10
percent of the total kilowatt hours for which the HEC
bills. .
"Gross revenue [for HEC] from JMU is at least
$1.8 million [annually]," Simmers said.
The fact that JMU contributes to the HEC
demonstrates how the university contributes to other
areas of the state.
"We purchase a number of different things outside
the area — things like computers, food and linens for
beds," Doherty said. "The result is that there are jobs
outside the area."
The total amount of jobs in Virginia attributable to

JMU is about 4,000 for the state as a whole — 3,000
of those being local, according to the study.
Merchants in Harrisonburg agreed that JMU has
a great impact on the local economy.
Rick Hile, office administrator for Spanky's
Delicatessen on Water Stre<j|» said business would
decrease if JMU wasn't here. "I think sales would
be about 25 percent less than what they are now."
Retailers, too, feel JMU's presence. Sharie
Schuster, manager of Barr-cc Station, said JMU
students are faithful customers.
"JMU makes a big difference in this business,"
Schuster said. She said the store gears sales towards
the needs of JMU students. "We often do things
that cater to the JMU population, like. . . sales
emphasizing spring break."
University officials said that alumni and parents
also add to the local economy. Sarah Schaeffer,
director of alumni relations, said Harrisonburg is
swarmed by alumni each fall, which affects retailers,
hotels and restaurants.

up and to lobby for the best interest of
JMU students."
Bigger classes, more students
JMU faculty were particularly
concerned over increased class sizes.
Jerome said that if JMU has to take
on more students with fewer
resources, student/faculty ratios will
increase and JMU will have to find
new ways to maintain the quality of
education.
But the Faculty Senate's report says
faculty can't teach more students
without damaging the university's
academic reputation.
The report says that the national
honor society. Phi Beta Kappa,
recently rejected JMU partly over the
size of classes already. The report also
says that teachers can't "push students
to their respective limits" without
additional personal attention, and that
they can't help students make the
transition from high school to college
without smaller classes.
Casteen also said that the plan
would eventually hurt not only
education, but the state economy as
well.
"The costs are not hard to predict if
the choice is to continue cutting state
funds: one, an exodus of the best
students from the state; two, a
reduction in the quality of the work
force; three, a less attractive
environment for industry and less
competitive applied and basic research
for future economic growth," Casteen
stated.

"We estimate around 7,000 visitors [come to
Harrisonburg] for homecoming," Schaeffer said.
"That impact alone I'm sure is significant."
She said although homecoming is a temporary
boon to the area's economy, Parents' Weekend
brings in more people and more money.
"It's greater Parents' Weekend than
homecoming, but homecoming's not far behind."
Glenda Rooney, JMU assistant vice president of
university advancement, said when parents come for
Parents' Weekend, they tend to take their children
shopping.
"We hear from students who go shopping ... and
buy groceries," Rooney said. "And obviously we
impact the hotel/motel industry — we go up as far
as Woodstock, and sometimes Lexington."
Rooney said the report of the study seemed to
accurately reflect JMU's general impact.
"I think that was a very thorough study, Rooney
said. "It's difficult to judge how [special weekends]
will impact the community."

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and
humanity over error and oppression."
ranted 1922
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Campus
Profs remember integration, urge more
by Courtney Campbell
contributing writer
When she came to teach at JMU in 1976, she
realized there was almost no one like her on campus.
She was the third black professor on campus.
"The only black face I'd see was if I happened to
look in the mirror.*'
Since then. Dr. Jackie Walker, an AfricanAmerican associate history professor, has seen
integration at JMU grow slowly but steadily.
"Diversity on this campus, in the community and
in society is our greatest asset," she said. "Without it
we can't learn. We are our greatest teachers. We
need as much racial and ethnic minorities in our
faculty as possible.
Black students first attended JMU around 1963,
according to Elizabeth Ihle, a professor who serves
as the university's affirmative action officer.
According to the Resource Planning and Policy
Office, blacks make up 8S8 of JMU's 10,607
undergraduates and 22 of the 635 faculty and staff.
"Black students need to see black faculty in
positions of power for their role models to let them
know they can do anything they want to do," Walker
said. "Whites already know this. When a kid tells her
mother she wants to be Whoopi Goldberg, we know
we've come a long way."
Walker said many white students had to adjust to
having a black teacher.
"I was young, black and a woman — people

Provost speaks
on necessity of
integrated skiits
by Drew vanE*$eJstyiT"
:'••'■■•-•■;•:-■

senior writer

.-vy

The job market of the future
demands college students to
diversify, manipulate their
creativity and put the company
first, a university speaker said
yesterday.
Dr. Lyle C. Wikox, provost of
JMU's new College of IntejJ?ted
Science and Technology, spdke at
Hillcrest House Wednesday
afternoon as part of the Brown
Bag Lectnre series, sponsored by
the JMU Honors Program.
WilCOX spoke on "University
and Corporate Joint Ventures,"
•X^eativity is the key," Wikox
said. "You always have to be
looking for a new idea, and the
best ones might come from
someone in a discipline totally

unrelated.
"It's important to be efficient
and effective in the new global
market," he said.
Wilcox said students must be
flexible to survive in the modern
business world.
"We need to encourage
interaction of students from many
PROVOST page 6

didn't expect to see me teaching a class on the Civil
War," she said. "The first few years I was here, I
could have all the [black] faculty and staff over at
my house for dinner without a strain and I wouldn't
go broke."
Today, she said, black professors are more

JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE

accepted. "It is still rare today, but not so rare that it
provokes shock. It's more a pleasant curiosity to see
a different style of teaching."
Several black students in the late 1960s told
history professor John Wood that they were
apprehensive about being such a minority on

campus.
"It was a novel for them to be in the student body,
but they were tired of being novelties," Wood said.
"It was a time when the civil rights movement
brought black pride and black awareness and
students wanted to get out of that."
When students were first admitted to the
university, there weren't any black teachers or
activities for them.
Black students organized clubs such as the Black
Student Alliance and a gospel choir that met at the
Baptist Student Union.
"A lot of the black students were Baptists, so the
Baptist Student Union created activities for them to
participate in. It was a place for them to go," said
Virginia Aliotti, an assistant professor of French who
teaches an African literature class.
"The students were very vocal. They let us know
when they wanted activities."
Walker said that the biggest challenge now for
white students is to realize that an integrated setting
is not a threat to them.
"We need to appreciate people for who they are,"
she said. "There's nothing qualitative about
someone's skin color.
"Diversity is more important for white students
than for black students," she said.
"Until they get to the point where they see the
different backgrounds in positions of power they
won't get past thinking there's a place for ethnic
groups."

New drug counselor brings past
experience to Counseling Center
by Gayle Cohen
senior writer
Randy Haveson knows drags are a
problem at JMU — just as he knows
they are a problem at campuses
around the country. But Haveson says
schools can fight drugs the way he
fought them in his own life.
Haveson, who was hired by JMU's
Counseling Center this semester to
provide counseling and outreach
programs for problems of addiction, is
a reformed drug addict. He uses his
experience to help others fight
substance abuse.
"I'm glad now I can be part of the
solution instead of part of the
problem," he says.
Haveson got involved with cocaine
and alcohol when he was IS.
"Basically I was a spoiled brat I was
the rebellious type.
"Tell me to do A and, even if-1
wanted to do A, I'd do B."
In high school, Haveson says he got
by with using drugs as a crutch. But
when he got to college, his grades
began to fall, he couldn't keep a parttime job, and he went from college to
college either getting kicked out or
dropping out. He overdosed on
cocaine several times and once
suffered a cocaine-induced, heart
attack.
But like many addicts, he didn't

BILL SEAY/THE BREEZE

Randy Haveson is a reformed drug addict. He now works at the
Counseling Center trying to help others fight substance abuse.
want to admit he had a problem. "I
never wanted to be an addict.
"We didn't have programs back
then. We didn't have 'Just Say No to
Drags.'"
It wasn't until his life hit rock
bottom that he could admit what he
was doing to himself.
One day in 1984, Haveson found

himself "sitting on a bathroom floor
with a knife trying to decide whether
to slit my wrists or slit my throat.
"I was trying to decide which to do
when this little voice said, 'Ding! Oh
my God! I have a drug problem.'"
But even after recognizing his
DRUGS page 6
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Senate discusses internal strife, solutions
by Nicole Motley
SGA reporter
Tuesday's Student Government Association
meeting discussed internal problems, current efforts
to address student concerns, and the registration
process.
During new business, a motion was made to
discuss the current progress of the SGA.
"I think that if we are not doing things that are
affecting students, then why should students care
what we do?'* Secretary Laura McClintock said.

.

<p"Student Government Association
Scott Surovell, administrative vice president, said,
"There are problems that students have all over the
place and we are just not addressing them. We are
just not in touch."
McClintock said, "I think that there is a place for
bills like curly fries but that shouldn't be our focus."
Senator Tim Cooke said that students do have to
hold the SGA accountable and they are not doing it.
Nelly Nguyen, legislative vice president, said,
"Until we can do things for the outside community,
we have to fix things in here."
Cooke said the Executive Council should come to
the senate about problems instead of fust writing
letters to The Breeze.
Senator Dave Thomas agreed.
"I think a lot of things could be better solved face-

to-face," he said.
Also during the meeting, guest speaker Alan
Cerveny, director of admissions, discussed the
current registration process and the possibility of
future changes.
Cerveny said Dr. Robert Scott, vice president of
student affairs and Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president for academic affairs, put together a
registration and enrollment services committee
beginning last April to deal with the issue of
registration on an ongoing basis.
These committee members are from various areas
on campus, such as the different colleges, SGA, the
registration and records and the Office of
Information Technology, Cerveny said.
"If we really want to put a handle on the
registration, if we really want to know where we are
and what we need to do to improve the process in the
future, we need a lot better information than we have
ever collected in the past," Cerveny said.
The university registrar collected data last
semester on topics such as overrides, course
requirements, repeat course activity and changes in
undergraduate majors, Cerveny said.
What resulted was a 50-page report that is being
reviewed by the Registration and Enrollment
Services Committee, he added.
"We are going about this with the hope that what
we do will have an impact on registration for next
fall," Cerveny said.
Also at the meeting:
• A bill passed Feb. 2 by the student senate that
allotted Brothers of Negro Descent $875 was also
passed by the Executive Council but was cut to $800.
McClintock said the council used line-item veto to
take out the request for $75 for a painting for the
Multi-Cultural Office.
• Surovell talked about the upcoming SGA
elections and said that plans are underway for voting

booths to be on the commons and at Godwin Hall.
Instead of crossing names off lists, JAC cards will
be used by feeding them through the card check
machines to indicate that students have voted.
• A bill was passed stating that the Student
Government incoming executive board should elect a
parliamentarian in the spring semester.
This will allow the new parliamentarian to
become more familiar with the job over the summer
because in the past they were elected after the
beginning of fall semester, said Michael Booker,
chairman for the Internal Affairs Committee.
• A bill was passed with a 29-12 vote stating that
the SGA go on record as supporting the idea that the
students should have a voice in deciding JMU's
membership in the United States Student Association
during the 1993-94 school year.
Cooke said he hasn't seen much support from the
students for USSA.
Booker said, "The number of people who think
the students should decide far outweighs the number
of people who think it is malarkey."
• Surovell discussed the Commission on University
Advancement meeting held on Monday.
Even though it was an open meeting, Surovell
reported that no other senators or students attended.
Total expenditures from the JMU Foundation to
JMU were about $3.1 million, with about $300,000
going to athletics and the rest academics, Surovell
said.
Financial Aid received about $5 million from the
JMU Foundation, he added.
• The Food Services Committee reported that the
reason PC Dukes got rid of the juice machines was
because they planned to cut the beverage bar in half
to make more room.
Amigo's plans to enlarge by about 50 seats over
the summer and will be ready to accommodate
students by fall semester.

Shack Up With
Three Close Friends
John, Paul,
George &
Ringo

Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young

Jack, Janet,
Chrissie & Mr. Roper

Brokaw, Jennings,
Walters & Rather

flStltJf

June, Ward,
Wallv & the Beaver

1235-F Devon lane,
. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001

Individual leases
• Weight Room
►Basketball court
• Volleyball court
» 24 hour Maintenance
• Double beds available
• Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes
•Short walk to JMU
• Designated Driver program
• Full-size washer & dryer
• Ample, well-lighted parking
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Drugs

Provost

CONTINUED from page 3
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problem, Haveson discovered that beating addiction
doesn't happen overnight. He went through a 12-step
program that forced him to deal with his problems.
Alcoholics Anonymous and Cocaine Anonymous are
12-step programs where "We talk about our recovery
and what the recovery process is all about."
Now his message to people is, "You don't have to
party to have a good time."
May 28, 1984 was the last time he put mindaltering substances in his body. And since he gave up
drugs, Haveson said his life has changed.
"I used to have dreams, sitting around with my
friends doing blow, and our dreams were to go like
this," he says as his arm skyrockets up. "But we were
going like this," he says, his arm plummeting toward
the ground.
After giving up drugs, Haveson got his master's in
counseling. One of his goals at JMU is to give more
visibility to the programs already offered on campus.
"There's a lot of stuff going on here already,"
Haveson says. He gives credit to to groups like
BACCHUS and the Wcllncss Peer Educator Program
for their drug prevention programs. His job, he says,
is to serve as a hub for drug prevention programs and
to provide further outreach to both the JMU and the
Harrisonburg community.
One third of Haveson's job is counseling and two
thirds is outreach. In counseling, he says he sees
people with drug problems as well as people who
know someone with a problem.
"That's one of my specialties," he says, "helping
people confront their friends." He also says he will
put together a program for any organization that asks
him. "I don't want to just tell you to 'just say no,'...
I want to raise your conciousness level," he said.
"I guess I want to give people the opportunity to
do things differently than what I did."

Valley Sports Center
Annual 1/2 Price
Anniversary Sale
Fit, Feb. 12th - Sat., Feb. 13th - Sun., Feb. 14th
At our new location: 680 Waterman Dr.

50% OFF ENTIRE RETAIL INVENTORY

0

Athletic Shoes
Racquetball
Tennis
Suits

Entire Stock (limited Quantities) 50% OFF
Additional Savings At Our Annuol Parking Lot Sale

All SALES HNAL - NO CREDIT CARDS
SALE HOURS:
Friday, Feb. 12
9-7p.m.
Saturday, Feb 13 9-5pxn.
Sunday, Feb. 14
1-5p jn.
680 Waterman Dr.
FREE PARKING AT DOOR

Want
to fill

different disciplines working on a problem," Wilcox
said.
"When you look at how companies are reengineering the workplace, and shifting their
objectives, that can't be independent of what we're
teaching."
Businesses look out for the continuing success
that they will be able to achieve, Wilcox said, and
graduates should know how they can help the
company.
Wilcox also encouraged students to leam many
different topics, and that post-graduate study also is
valuable.
He pointed to the exciting nature of the changing
business world, and said that a cross-section of
disciplines would create a new type of graduate, one
he said will be in great demand in the future.
"Your job is now to think 10 or 20 years down the
road," he said. "Businesses now are amassing all
kinds of information, but a lot of the time, they don't
take the opportunity to figure it ouL
"Another key is to be creative. But the problem is
that you've got to work on that on your own. The
entrepreneurial spirit that's coming out is
fascinating."
Wilcox also addressed a question about the
challenges in the development of CIS AT.
The primary goal of CIS AT, he said, is to produce
a graduate who knows technology and applied
science.
The challenge "in education is when you have
unexplored tracks," he said. "Education has a great
bureaucracy built around it. The biggest challenge is
that you can't expect instantaneous acceptance of
everything we are doing in the new college."

434-6580

space?
Come write for the
Arts section. The next
meeting is Monday,
Feb. 15, at 7P.m. at

the Breeze.

Consider A Career in Sales
It's Rewarding!
As the #1 supplier of
customized business forms
and labels, Wallace
Computer Services, Inc. is
eager to attract graduates
interested in a career with a
short learning curve and a
high earning curve.
As a Wallace Sales
Representative, we'll
prepare you for success
with a comprehensive sales
training program. Your
training program will allow
you to develop your own
leads, service major
accounts, and design forms
to solve customers'
problems and increase their
productivity.

If you are considering
a career in Sales, please
attend our discussion in
Sonner Hall from 5:45 pm
• 7:00 pm on Thursday,
February 18th. This
discussion is open to
anyone who would like to
attend and is an informal
question and answer
format. Our Information
session will follow from 7
pm - 9 pm for those
interested in pursuing a
career with Wallace and for
those interviewing with us.

If you have excellent
business and interpersonal
strengths, plus a college
degree, preferably in
Business, success may be
waiting for you. We offer a
guaranteed salary, unlimited
commission potential, and the
opportunity to move ahead in
to management or marketing.

W
Sun cssful'

Well be on campus
to conduct Interviews
Friday, February 19th. II
you miss any of these
events and would like
information on a sales
career with Wallace, write
Steve Townsend, Wallace
Computer Services, Inc.,
4000 Legato Rd, Suite 940,
Fairfax, VA 22033. Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F.

WALLACE
COMPUTER SERVICES, IMC.
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Students injured
in campus assaults

. _ rf A rfk MBk-^ -■■

POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter

Campus police report the following:

Three JMU students were injured last weekend in
separate assault and battery incidents on campus,
according to campus police.
Campus police believe alcohol was involved in the
assault incidents.
"Some cases we know alcohol was involved, in
others we suspect it," said Alan MacNutt, director of
public safety.
The first assault incident occurred Saturday at the
Chi Phi fraternity house on Greek Row. A female
student reported being struck in the face by a male
student from the University of West Virginia.
The female victim reportedly received a laceration
on her chin which required stitches. The victim also
suffered injury to several of her teeth.
The victim reportedly contacted police after her
friends took her to the hospital for medical treatment.
According to police, the victim's alleged attacker
left town.
The second incident occurred Saturday at 2:27
a.m. in Huffman Hall. A female student reportedly
was struck in the face by another JMU student
The female reportedly was hurt while trying to
break up a fight between her boyfriend, a student at
the University of Virginia, and another JMU student.
The JMU student has been judicially charged.
The "third report occurred Sunday at 4:04 a.m. in
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house. A male
student reportedly was struck in the face by an
unknown person.
The student reportedly received a broken nose.
The incident is under investigation.
No criminal charges have been fded in any of the
cases.

Breach of Peace

• Two male students were charged judicially with
breach of peace after a dispute in Huffman Hall at
3:45 a.m. Feb. 6.
The dispute reportedly ended when one student
used chemical mace on the other. The dispute
reportedly started as a verbal fight. Both students
were advised of the procedures for filing criminal
charges on each other.
Currently neither student has pressed charges.

Trash Fire

• A trash fire was extinguished by residents in
Hanson Hall at 6:51 p.m. Feb. 5.
The fire reportedly started from a discarded
cigarette in a bag of trash.

Trespass Notice Served

• Five non-students, visiting a female student,
were served trespassing notices in Ikenberry Hall
at 4:10 p.m. Feb. 5.
The five non-students were asked to leave
campus, after residents reportedly complained to
the hall director.
Residents reportedly complained that the nonstudents harassed and intimidated them.
Residents also reportedly said the non-students
were responsible for thefts in the hall.

Destruction off Public Property

• An unknown person reportedly damaged the
stall door in a bathroom of the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity house between 11 p.m. Feb. 5 and 3:10
a.m. Feb. 6.

Destruction of Personal Property
• An unknown person reportedly kicked dents in
the hood of a 1971 Volkswagen in X-lot between 5
p.m. Feb. 4 and 2 p.m. Feb. 5.
Damage is estimated at $700.

LOG

Petty Larceny

• A personal money order was reported stolen
from Theatre II on Oct. 21,1992.
The money order reportedly was cashed offcampus. The report to police was delayed.
• A "No Parking" sign was reported stolen from
the loading dock outside of the print shop in the
Frye Building between 5 p.m. Feb. 5 and 4:30
p.m. Feb. 6.

Harassing Mail
• A student reported receiving two harassing
letters in the individual's mail box in the Warren
Campus Center between Jan. 22 and Feb. 3.
• A student reported receiving multiple harassing
letters in the individual's mail box in the Warren
Campus Center between Sept. 4, 1992 and Feb.
4.
Police reportedly have identified the individual
responsible for the harassing letters.
Harassing Telephone Calls
• An individual reported receiving multiple
harassing telephone calls in Frederikson Hall
between Feb. 2 and Feb. 5.
DUI
• Non-student Kenneth A. Byers, 26, of
Bridgewater, was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol and refusal
to take a blood or breath test on University
Boulevard at 11:39 p.m. Feb. 5.
Police reportedly stopped Byers after they
observed him driving in a reckless manner.
Byers was reportedly very abusive to officers.
• Student Steven W. Raymond, 21, of Stafford,
was arrested and charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol on South Main Street and
Madison Avenue at 2:34 am. Feb. 6.
Raymond reportedly was stopped by police
after they observed his vehicle sitting at a blinking
red light, waiting for it to turn green.
Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 10:

25

Hey Village Residents
When you lived at home didn't you enjoy BATHROOM PRIVACY?
• •REMEMBER* •
You don't have to share a bathroom with eleven other people!
At

Hunters Ricltje
You get a kitchen, washer/dryer,
your own bedroom, parking in the
SAME ZIP CODE and you even
share a bathroom with one person,
NOT ELEVEN!
Make communal bathrooms a thing of
your past! (you will always know who sprayed the seat).

Find out more about HUNTERS RIDGE
and how you can save
$ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS$

m

Professionally Managed by

IOUAL HOUMN*
OPPORTUNITY

REALTOR*

434«5150

fir

Realty, he. ofHjunsonburg I

434»5150

J
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The Cinnamon Bear
Bakery & Deli
433-BUNS

""'Urn—*

mm mm QR^M WJ&®:U

Low's Lit'l Feather Lite Sandwich
(am%esw^W>^s'arid a pickle)
A Cinnamon Tfrear Original* Sh£n^!^(Hih sliced turkey
with Iots\<^W£^^'on.lmr'Atmotiti^ottr4£nwH:6rea4.

2* ******* ff^ 2 *ro£>£p2r*&
o*v-

433-PAPA

-tax
<;.:;/ THrtA 2116/93

VaHeyJrtaH ——hours- 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

JMU COUNSELING 6 STUDENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER

OLD NEWS
IS
GOOD FOR
SOMETHING
PLEASE RECYCLE
OLD NEWSPAPERS

Support and Therapy Groups
The Counseling and Student Development
Center
is offering the
following
groups this semester. All groups are
available
to
full-time
JMU
undergraduate and graduate students.
These groups are usually limited to 8
members on a first come basis.
All
group involvement is confidential.
GENERAL THERAPY-This group is offered
to students dealing with issues,
concerns,
or problems related to
various
life
circumstances.
Development of personal
identity,
relationship issues, self-esteem, and
emotional support are examples of
issues appropriate for this group.
DYSFUNCTIONAL
FAMILY-A
Chance
to
exlore with others your feelings and
concerns
about
self-esteem,
relationships, dependency, depression,
and other issues—with a focus on the
ways
family
experiences
and
relationships
influence
adult
adjustment and happiness.

s
1

\
\
)
•
■

»

3RD ANNUAL
SPRINGBREAK
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SKE WEEKS

■

t

MT. SUTTON,
CANADA

1

1

(Juse across ttm Vermont border)

ONLY
$209

\
•
1

Party in the Sno w !
Includes:

i

5 Day lift Ticket
S Nights Lodging

i

1
-

(Mountainside Condo)

5 Days Intercollegiate
ActMties
Sponsors Include:
LabaCts, Evlan,
and Mo Is on.

*
y

•
i

i

Legal Age for Group Leader
Alrnhnl it 18
Discounts

•

SPRINGBREAK'93

i

CALL SKI TRAVEL UNUMTTB3
1

1

STUDENTS IN RECOVERY-This group is
open to students involved in any type
of recovery process. This group will
include
alcoholics
and
addicts,
overeaters and others with similar
eompulsive behavior.
COPING
WITH
GRIEF-This
group
is
available
to
students
who
have
experienced a loss of a friend or
family member and are seeking support
and understanding in dealing with
their grief.
This group can help
students learn more about the grief
process and explore means of coping.
RAPE/SEXUAL
ASSAULT
RECOVERY-This
group is offered to students who are
in various stages of recovery from
rape/sexual
assault
trauma.
It
provides a supportive environment for
the survivors of sexual assault.
INCEST/CHILDHOOD
SEXUAL
ABUSE
SURVIVORS-Students
are
invited to
participate in this group if they have
been
troubled
by
experiences
of
inappropriate
sexual
touching
by
family members, neighbors, teachers or
any trusted adult.
The group will
offer
support
in
the
emotional
recovery process and opportunities to
develop and practice more effective
coping strategies.

CUE-CONTROLLED
RELAXATION-This
structured group teaches the technique
of
cue-controlled
relaxation,
a
progressive
muscular
relaxation
strategy for managing anxiety and
stress.
STD SUPPORT GROUP-Two support groups,
one for men and one for women, will be
offered to students presently dealing
with sexually transmitted diseases
(STD's).
The groups will provide an
opportunity to talk with others who
have experiences similar to your own,
to work on ways to deal with your dayto-day problems related to an STD, and
to deal with health and relationship
issues.
EDUCATIONAL SKILLS-This group offers
students a variety of expriences to
enhance
learning
skills,
academic
performance,
and
time
management
efficiency.
The
group/workshops
concentrate on some of the following
areas:
taking effective lecture
notes, how to read a textbook chapter
and preparing for and taking exams.
EATING DISORDERS-This group is offered
to students, who are in various stages
of
preoccupation
with
food
and
thinness
(diagnosis
of
Anorexia
Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosa).
The
group will provide an opportunity to
discuss issues related to eating and
thinness,interpersonal relationships,
developmental,
and
psychosocial
issues.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS-This group is
offered to graduate students and older
undergraduate students and focuses on
developmental issues specific to these
individuals.
Relationship
issues
(including separation & divorce),
career and professional concerns and
family issues are a few of the areas
covered in this group.
DEALING
WITH
DIVORCE-This
group
focuses on how the experience of
partental divorce influences present
day relationships and self-image among
other personal issues.
For more information, or to join one
of
these
groups,
contact
the
Counseling
&
Student
Development
Center at 568-6552 or stop by
200 Alumnae Hall.

I-800-999SKI-9
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Manhunt begins
for Va. suspect
in CIA shootings
WASHINGTON — A 28-year-old
man was charged Tuesday with capital
murder in connection with the Jan. 25
shootings outside the CIA's Langley
headquarters and a worldwide
manhunt is under way, law
enforcement officials said.
The warrant charging Mir Aimal
Kansi of Reston, a legal alien from
Pakistan, was issued shortly after a
Chinese-made AK-47 assault rifle was
seized from his apartment early
Tuesday and firearms experts
concluded that it had fired the casings
found at the scene of the shootings.
"There's a worldwide manhunt
being launched at this time," Robert
Bryant, special agent in charge of the
FBI's Washington Metropolitan Field
Office, said at a news conference at
Fairfax County police headquarters.
"Mr. Kansi will be put on the FBI's
top 10 listOfficials characterized Tuesday's
events as a "rapidly developing
situation" and said they have not yet
determined a motive for the shootings.
Two men were killed and three were
wounded when a gunman jumped
from a car with a rifle.
Police have seized the unidentified
truck Kansi was licensed to drive and
are still searching for the dull brown
compact station wagon, believed to
resemble a Toyota Corolla or Ford
Escort, that witnesses described as the
vehicle used by the suspect.
Neighbors at the Laurel Glade
apartment complex where Kansi lived
said Tuesday that he drove an ash£olored station wagon.
Because more than one person was
killed during last month's shootings,
police charged Kansi with capital
murder, punishable by death in the
electric chair.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

WORLD

WATCH

More people are buckling their seat belts, according to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. For each consecutive year,
the percentage of Americans wearing seat belts has gone up.
1988

45 percent

1989

47 percent

1990

49 percent

1991

59 percent

Source: USA Today, Feb. 4,
KEN BURAKER/ THE BREEZE

Dutch pass mercy killing law
PARIS — The Netherlands became
the first Western nation to grant legal
permission for euthanasia Tuesday
after parliament approved guidelines
for doctors to carry out mercy killings
on patients who are incurably ill.
The parliamentary vote capped an
agonizing emotional debate that has
divided the Netherlands for the past
two decades. Conservative religious
groups remain staunchly opposed to
all forms of mercy killing, while
Dutch civil libertarians argue that a
patient's "right to die" is a
fundamental human freedom.
The delicate compromise stops short

of legalizing euthanasia, which still
remains punishable by up to 12 years
in prison. But the practice has long
been tolerated in the Netherlands, and
the vote endorses existing procedures
followed by the medical community.
The measure, which passed
parliament's lower house by a 91-45
vote, assures that doctors who
participate in a mercy killing, while
technically breaking the law, will be
immune from prosecution if they
follow a detailed 28-point checklist
proving that the patient is terminally
sick, suffers unbearable pain and
wishes to die. The patient must be in a

clear state of mind and must ask
repeatedly to die. The request cannot
come from family or friends.
The law must also be approved by
parliament's upper house, but the
action is considered to be a formality.
The Dutch debate has been closely
watched by other Western nations that
still treat mercy killing as murder yet
are striving to find ways to loosen
legal restrictions on doctors who want
to honor the requests of terminally ill
patients who wish to die.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

President makes cuts in White House staff
WASHINGTON — Saying he would tighten his
own belt before asking voters to do the same,
President Bill Clinton announced Tuesday that the
White House staff would be. trimmed to fulfill a
campaign promise, but critics immediately accused
him of playing statistical games.
Clinton announced that he would reduce the
executive staff by 350 positions, from the 1,394
employees of the Bush administration on Election
Day last year to a projected 1,044 on Oct. 1 this year,
the start of fiscal 1994.
The reduction was designed to match Clinton's
campaign pledge to cut the White House staff by 25
percent. He also promised to reduce federal
administration costs by three percent during his first
term and slash the $2.2 million federal payroll,
excluding postal workers, by 100,000 jobs, mainly
through attrition.
i I i I!

Clinton's biggest single cutback will be
administered to the office of the drug czar, a highprofile White House unit during the Reagan and Bush
years.
Clinton will reduce its staff from 146 to 25, putting
most of the work back to the agencies directly
involved in the war on drugs. A White House
statement said the office had become "a political
dumping ground" during the Bush administration.
The first lady's staff has also been reduced, officials
said, but they were unable to say by exactly how
many. The office of the president itself will be
reduced from 461 to 419, and the executive mansion
staff will shrink from 95 to 89.
In what White House chief of staff Thomas L.
McLarty called "real and symbolic" cutbacks, Clinton
also restricted door-to-door limousine service to just
two White House aides, opened the White House

mess, the executive restaurant, to all White House
workers, and ordered a review of the big-ticket items
of presidential travel and security.
Tuesday's economies were a prelude to wider
government cutbacks being announced Wednesday
and to the "sacrifices" Clinton said he will ask of the
general public and business next week when he
outlines his economic program in his State of the
Union address. Clinton will prepare voters for the
belt-tightening during a town meeting Wednesday in
Detroit, which will link him with audiences in
Seattle, Miami and Atlanta.
"We in government cannot ask the American people
to change if we will not do the same," he said
Tuesday. "The government must do more and make
do with less."
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service
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The Commons Welcomes Doubles and Singles to Sign a Lease

Make Your First Big Move A Satisfying
One - Make It To The Commons!
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom apartment comes with:
Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• FREE QUARTERLY
MAID SERVICE
The Commons
are now
renting...Fast!
Call us at
432-0600 and
get off campus
this fall!

Built in microwave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Telephone hook-ups
in each bedroom
• Full time maintenance

Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
Sat. 12-4:30
Sun by appointment

Stop By Today And Register For Our $400 Spring Break Giveaway!
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Speaker addresses future of accounting
profession:
Gerald A. Polansky, managing partner of Dcloiite
& Touche's Office of Federal Services, will present
"The Accounting Profession in the Year 2000" Feb.
15 in Showker Hall, room 105, 6:30 p.m. The
program is part of the Executive Lecture Series and
is sponsored by the College of Business, the school
of accounting and the JMU chapter of Beta Alpha
Psi.

?§S^

Uncle Sam wants you
President Bill Clinton has had trouble filling the position of attorney general, one of the more
than 3,000 federal government positions he is responsible for appointing. And the turnover is
far from over — as of Feb. 1 the Senate had confirmed only 16 of the 1,163 appointees that
need confirmation.

HELP WANTED
GrMki ft Club* - $1,000 an hour! Each

Typist - Accurate, reasonable, close to
JMU. Rush jobs welcome. 4344947.

****'

member of your tm. sorority, team, club, etc.
pilches in just one hour ft your group can
raise $1,0001\ just a lew days! Plus a chance
lo Mm f 1,000 lor yoursotll No cost. No

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
POSmONS
AVAILABLE NOW

ObtgatJon (800) 932 0528. X85.
It you are looking for high-paying work with
Summer Jobs ft Internships - University

lots of job security apply in person at 1800

Directories, the nation's largest publisher of
campus telephone directories, is interviewing

Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, DC
(Persona with a history of hiring ilegal

goal oriented students lor a challenging, (ul-

immigrants as nannies need not apply.)

tima summer position. Gain valuable

Star Search seeking talented performers:
Auditions for Star Search are being held on Feb.
17 in the Warren Campus Center, Highlands Room,
6-10 p.m. Singers, dancers, models, actors and
comedians are encouraged to participate.
Limited student tickets available for
basketball games:
The basketball games Feb. 13 (JMU vs. William
& Mary) and Feb. 27 (JMU vs. George Mason) will
be sell-outs. There will be a limited number of
student date tickets available on game night. No
student date tickets will be sold until 6:30 p.m. on the
night of the game.
Honor Council sponsors essay contest:
To promote student awareness of the honor
system, the JMU Honor Council is sponsoring an
essay contest with the theme "The Importance of
Honor in Society." Essays should be submitted to
Wine-Price Hall, room 123 or mailed to P.O. Box
3521 by noon, Feb. 19. The winner will receive a $50
credit to his or her FLEX account.
Bowling fundraiser to be held:
The Eighth Annual Bowl for Kids' Sake to benefit
the Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County will be held Feb. 27 at the
Valley Lanes Bowling Alley from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Groups of three can register by calling 433-8886. All
proceeds go to match community youngsters with
responsible adults.
Seminar presents effects of sexual
violence on maternal health:
The JMU nursing department and Citizens Against
Sexual Assault will present a seminar on the longterm effects of sexual violence on maternal health
Feb. 25 in the Warren Campus Center, Highlands
Room. The registration fee, which includes lunch, is
$30, the student rate is $10 and the rate for
Continuing Education Units is $5.
Cash prizes to be awarded in poetry
contest:
The National Library of Poetry will award
$12,000 in prizes to more than 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest. The deadline is
March 31. Entry Is free.
To enter, send one original poem of no more than
20 lines to the National Library of Poetry, 11419
Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-XC, Owings Mills, Md.
21117. The poet's name and address should appear
on the top of the page.

Average federal
government workers

experience in advertising, sales ft public

Save big on Spring Break '93 - Jamaica.

relations. Average earnings $3,900. Expense

Cancun, Bahamas from $4591 Florida from

paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.

$1391 Hurry, these trips wil sel out! Organize

Cotsge credit may be available. Irterview on

group ft travel free1 Cal Sun Splash Tours,

campus February 19. Intormation ft interview

(800) 426-7710.

sign-up available today at the Career
Services Center, Sonner Hall or call (800)

Spring Break) Bahamas cruise, 6 days,

743-5544

$279! Panama City, rooms with kitchens,

$35,772

Percent of federal
government workers
i«1991:
Department with the
biggest gain in workers :
between 1990-1992:

Veteran Affairs
12,299 workers
with the biggest loss:
Defense
62,629 workers
GRANT JERDING Tn[

Calendar of events
Thursday

11 Friday

• Career Servioes is holding a one-hour
Conducting a Job Search workshop, Sonner Hall,
3 pm. .
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Black Emphasis Month speaker, Jeremiah
Shabazz, Harrison Hall, room A-206, 7 p.m.
• JMU Jazz Band and Jazz Ensemble, Wilson
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.

• Career Services will hold the following
one-hour workshops in Sonner Hall: Preparing
for an Interview, 2 p.m.; Resume Writing, 3 p.m.
• Physics department seminar, 'Systematic
Diseases, Seeing the Problem Through the Eye,"
by Dr. Jim Caldwell, Miller Hall, room 109, 3:15
p.m.
• "Think Globally, Jam Locally," with Johnnies
Heritage, Psuede Farm and Sons of Icarus,
sponsored by CCM and WXJM, PC Ballroom,
8:30 am. Tickets $3 in advance. $4 at the door.

Saturday
• "Jump for Life" sponsored by Alpha Phi, Valley Mall, in front of J.C. Penney, 1 p.m. Also on
Friday.
• Bond Conference, PC Ballroom, 2 p.m.
• Men's basketball, JMU vs. William & Mary, Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.
• Circle K Bowl-A-Thon for Multiple Sclerosis, Valley Lanes, 12:30-5:30 a.m. A $20 minimum pledge
required
j

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
HIGH:

50°
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41°

LOW:
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LOW:

30°
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Source:
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THE ABBREVIATED INTERVIEW FOP ATTORNEY QEHRAL

Do You WhVEfWExP&tEMa: /A/LAW?{
.

YES.

hlE You Ev£R fl^r[uI^AL]i
AUEN

Fot A NANNY?

Dart...
To the drivers of the JMU maintenance
vehicles who choose to drive recklessly fast
through walkways and paths that they share
with pedestrian students. It is only a matter of
time until someone fails to see a speeding
vehicle or fails to leap out of the way in time
and gets seriously hurt.

Pat...

SCHEV downplays education
The State Council on Higher Education for
Virginia has responded to a projected 7,000
student enrollment increase in state
colleges and universities over the next two
years in a curious way.
No sizable increases in funding. No substantial
increases in faculty/staff salary. No new faculty/staff
positions. Thanks for nothing.
While Virginia colleges and universities have
become experts over the last three years on how to
do something with virtually nothing, SCHEV's latest
proposal asks too much of the already over-burdened
state higher education system.
In 1989 Virginia ranked 10th among states in
appropriations per student Following a 13-percent
decline in funding since 1990, Virginia is now
ranked a dismal 43rd.
The faculty have been hardest hit by this decrease
in funding. SCHEV's own faculty questionnaire
found that the average faculty member, who has had
one 2 percent raise in three years, works more than
55 hours a week. And in the past 10 years Virginia's
colleges and universities have taken on 27 percent
more students and only nine percent more faculty
and staff. How much further does SCHEV expect to
squeeze Virginia's faculty?
While some quality faculty left Virginia schools in
search of more compensation, most faculty and staff
stayed — expecting funding levels to return to
respectable levels and salaries to increase when the
recession lifted.
In fact, SCHEV itself repeatedly voiced these
expectations. When it proposed the tuition increases
and salary freezes as short-term solutions, SCHEV
argued that in the long run the state must return to a
larger funding level — a level that is directly related
Mwfxd...ator

to the size of each college's enrollment.
SCHEV made this argument based on its
enrollment-based funding formula — a system that
has worked equitably and successfully since 1974.
The formula's basic premise is that as a college's
enrollment increases, so does its funding.
But SCHEV completely disregarded its own
formula by asking Virginia colleges and universities
to substantially increase their enrollments and not
receive any more money.
Virginia residents, on the other hand, appear to be
willing to support higher education financially. They
approved the general obligation bond that provides
capital funding for the state's colleges and
universities last November by a three-to-one margin.
Why should the General Assembly, as elected
representatives of the people, not be willing to make
the education of those people a priority?
More importantly, why would SCHEV, an
organization that makes recommendations to the
assembly, not propose a funding increase to relieve
the pressure on the state's faculty and help provide
for the expected enrollment increase?
If SCHEV will not support a much-needed
funding increase for higher education, the students
must take up the fight with the assembly and with
SCHEV. University of Virginia students have begun
this fight by forming a group called Students for
Virginia's Future. JMU students need to follow
UVa's example and get involved in letter writing
campaigns and lobbying activities because education
in Virginia is too valuable to be left to SCHEV.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

QaykCohen...managmgeaHor Qrantkrding... opinion edlor

The Brzeze reserve* the right to edit for clarity and ipace.
The opmtow in thi* »ection do not necesMairy reflect the opinkm of
*or)an~M*fe^UnrvcriIty.

To the JMU Student Ambassadors for
receiving the awards for outstanding school of
the year, student of the year, Kristy Orringer,
and advisor of the year, Geoff Palglase at the
1993 SAA/SF Regional Convention this past
weekend!!
Sent in anonymously.

Dart...
An irresponsible, misdirected dart to
commuter senators who think that attending
Commuter Student Council meetings and
keeping in touch with their constituents is too
much trouble — Isn't that your job?
Sent in anonymously.

Pat...
To Shelia Moorman and the injury-riddled
women's basketball team for having the
endurance to achieve a 5-3 record since Jan. 14
despite having only eight players to work with
while other teams are playing with upwards of
13 players.

Bart...
To the University Program Board for not
bringing enough bands to campus. There are
plenty of mid-level bands like Phish and
Widespread Panic that sell out on campuses
across the nation.
Sent in by someone who is anonymous and
bored.

Bat...
A great big pat to the cool campus cadets who
helped a sick, lost girl in the P.C. Ballroom two
weeks ago, on the night of the Rave.
Sent in by the lost girl.
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Letters to the Editor
Clinton's family leave law will
hurt most small businesses
To the editor
I am writing this letter in response to the editorial in the
Feb. 8 edition of The Breeze concerning the family leave
bill that was just passed by Congress. When you look at
this bill objectively it will help the workers, but it will also
affect small business. Small business provides SO - 75
percent of all new jobs. When you require this family
leave, it will only hurt the businesses, and therefore the
economy, by taking away capital that the business could
reinvest
Sure this bill will not greatly hurt these small
businesses, but when you add it to the health care that the
government is going to require these businesses provide
and the higher taxes that will be imposed on these
businesses, the government is actually biting the hand that
feeds the economy. I know that these measures will hurt
small businesses because my parents own and operate a
small business in Richmond and I have talked to them
about the effects of these measures. They both agree that
the business will be hurt and the liveliness of the business
could be cut down.
I now want to offer some alternatives to these new laws
and mandates. Instead of requiring family leave to be
provided, why not give tax incentives to those who do
provide family leave. That way the businesses that cannot
afford the leave will not be hurt and those who can will
have that incentive to give the leave.
On the issue of health care, we must first look at why
health care costs are so high. They are so high because the
liability that all doctors take on results in higher insurance
costs for the doctors and hospitals. What we should do to
get these costs down is limit their liability by enacting
some other reform. This would cut the insurance costs and
in turn cut the actual health care costs.
Finally, instead of raising taxes, we should cut them. If
we cut the taxes, then these business would have more
capital to invest in expansion and new jobs. These are some
issues that I feel strongly about because I cannot see the
Democrats logic in anything that they are imposing.
Christian Tennant
accounting;
sophomore

Administration commended
for extending seminar study
To the editor:
I would like to commend the JMU administration for
shocking most of the campus by announcing that it would
keep Freshman Seminar under evaluation for another year,
after all signs seemed to point toward the loss of the course.
I also add my support to Scott Surovell's proposal to make
the course a more multicultural seminar in the future (Feb.
1, The Breeze). I think it is imperative that JMU exposes
freshmen to new ideas and cultures from the very start of
their college career. By doing this, JMU would show its
dedication to muliiculturalism and would help unite the
various people of this campus through their mutual
understanding and appreciation for diversity.
I also urge JMU not to adopt the proposal found in Eric
Johnson's column (Jan. 28, The Breeze.) Johnson suggests
that Freshman Seminar can better teach critical thinking by
"... immersing freshmen in a few of the best works of
Western civilization." He supports his suggestion by stating
that, "... a student must have a firm grasp of his own
culture before he looks at other cultures." I know of no
person educated in America who does not already have a
"firm grasp" on Western culture — our education is
saturated with it. In fact, the history of Western thought
lacks the same critical thinking we aim to teach, simply
because it is based on the belief that Western civilization is
superior. Western thought has historically focused on the
judgment of other civilizations and the denial of their
legitimacy based on this proclaimed superiority.
If we continually concentrate on Western culture, it
will be too hard for students to learn about other cultures
objectively. Johnson himself illustrated this point in his
article when he writes,"... an educated member of a
society has a firm reference point with which to evaluate

other societies." In my opinion, the goal of education is not
to evaluate other societies but to learn about and understand
them as unique cultures.
Michele D. Dunbar
sociology
senior

Chrysalis still alive; asks for
student support this semester
To the editor:
The report of our death has been greatly exaggerated.
JMU has only one art and literature magazine.
Chrysalis. Many assumed that after the 1992 edition.
Chrysalis would cease production because of lack of funds
and student interest However, a small group of dedicated
students is currently working to revive the magazine for
publication before the end of this semester.
We urge students of all majors to submit original works
of poetry, short fiction and art The deadline for all
submissions is March 1. Literary submissions must be sent
to P.O. Box 7076. A location for art submissions will be
advertised within the next week.
Any student interested in working on the staff, or
anyone with additional questions, is encouraged to call 564
2610. We invite all students dedicated to the preservation of
the arts at JMU to contribute their talents to the 1993 edition
of Chrysalis.
Maggie Osgood
Megan Worman
English/history
English
sophomore
sophomore
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SGA legislative vice president
critical of Breeze competency
To the editor:
Once again, a student at JMU would like to commend
The Breeze for its fair and brilliant pieces of work. Of
course anyone reading this commentary will know that I am
only being facetious. For the past four years, I have
helplessly watched your organization take pieces that
deserve merit and only see those issues slightly touched
upon by your writers, or even to a worse extent to see the
pieces covered with misconceptions and individuals being
misquoted.
I understand that this is a student newspaper, but this is
no excuse for such shabby pieces of work. There have been
several incidents in which I had wanted to lake it upon
myself, to voice my outrage by the caliber of writing that is
presented in your weekly articles. But I was always
surpassed by my fellow students who have felt as strongly
as I do or even more by your articles. I also understand that
any newspaper, including The Breeze has a right to be
critical of its public. However, to my knowledge being
critical does not mean taking pieces of one's interview and
subjecting it to a rigorous examination in order to squeeze
somewhat of interesting news for it's readers; especially if it
means misconstruing statements in order to give a piece
some flavor.
Being a part of the Student Government Association, I
am well aware of the prospects of criticism from the public;
especially from a "fine" newspaper as The Breeze. Once
again, I am being facetious. To this extent I take it upon
myself to be critical of The Breeze and its staff writers.
Throughout the remainder of this letter, I will cite the
one article in which has cause myself to come forward. I n
last week's edition dated Feb. 1, staff writer Susan
. Bdwda, Hicpl«yi-t h<r writing, anilities in an article. "SGA .

differs over this year's goals, accomplishments." However,
just 24 hours beforehand, I was under the impression that
the article would be based on platform goals set by the
executive counsel (sic). To this extent, I was not angered
that the subject matter had changed, but rather my
statements were misconstrued. To report to the public that
the legislative vice president disagrees with statements or
views made by a fellow executive member, without any
questions or knowledge made forth to myself during the
interview of the other interview statements, is grossly
wrong and unjust. It leaves me to wonder, how I could have
disagreed with any statements if I had no knowledge of any
such statements, as referred to in the article. It also makes
me wonder, what, if any, criteria is made when reporting
and preparing to write and article; especially of an article
only written hours before its deadline.
Maybe its time to go back to mass communication 210
for more lessons on how to report facts to the public.
Nelly Nguyen
SGA legislative vice president

Commuter senator asks for
student comments, problems
To the editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to answer the
many questions that commuter students have concerning
Student Government Association. In the process of running
for commuter senator, many of the students I have come
into contact with felt they had little or no commuter
representation in the SGA.
For those who feel ignorant of what actually goes on in
the SGA you could attend the SGA meetings that are on
every Tuesday at 5 pm. or you may choose instead to read
the minutes taken at each of these meetings. Those minutes
are placed on reserve at the information desk of the Warren
Campus Center and are posted outside the door of G-13 of
theWCC.
Please note that each commuter senator is assigned to a
specific residence area. I represent the students residing at
Park Apartments, but I am willing to extend my knowledge
of what goes on in the SGA to any commuter student who
feels neglected or simply needs a voice.
Please send any comments, problems or suggestions to:
Tammy Londeree, commuter senator
SGA P.O. Box 3523
Tammy Londeree
history
Junior

CCM and WXJM sponsor
concert for Guatemalan village
To the editor:
What do the musical groups Johnnie's Heritage, Psuede
Farm and Sons of Icarus, the Catholic Campus Ministry,
and WXJM all have in common? They have all given their
time and talents to bring you a benefit concert — 'Think
Globally, Jam Locally!"
This concert will benefit a village in Guatemala called
Chimaltenango. Volunteers Beyond Our Borders, a CCM
group that increases awareness of developing countries, has
acted on its concern by sponsoring a "village bank" in
Chimaltenango. The money in this bank is loaned to people
in the village, mostly to women, who form small groups to
manage their financial affairs. They use the money to grow
food, to raise pigs and to market their crafts — all in an
effort to raise the standard of living for themselves. Almost
all loans are repaid and used for other residents. The village
bank is a great opportunity for the village to move closer to
a self-sufficient community.
The best part of this benefit concert is that there are so
many groups involved and JMU as a campus can join
together to make a difference beyond our borders while
having lots of fun. So, come out and support
Chimaltenango this Friday, Feb. 12 at 8:30 p.m. at the PC.
Ballroom. Tickets are $3-pre-sale from CCM (434-7360)
and WXJM (x6346) or $4 at the door.
Prtscilla A. Demeo
CCM Justice ft peace coordinator
social work
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Law Prep

Wi Still Opliver!

Special VP
^alentia^'s^
i>ay Buffet
1,0% Wi I>ellv^ry

Attention AU Students Going to Law School Next
Year or Considering Law School as an Option
A new and original practical preparatory course is available to you beginning March 3rd.
This nine week mini course, taught by Stephanie Sipe. a third year associate with the law firm
Linen & Sipe, will cover topics ranging from the first week of law school, case study, outlining,
and legal research, to torts, procedure, property, contracts and an introduction to the court system,
topics covered during the first year of law school or the first summer internship.
Ms. Sipe will offer practical pointers on how to study before classes begin, as well as
introduce you to the fundamental principles of each course covered by the first year experience.
This is a great opportunity to decide whether law school is right for you. or to put those law school
jitters to rest by gaining a working knowledge of the topics you will encounter!!
This course will be taught from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Wednesday nights beginning
March 3rd through April 28th at the law office of Linen & Sipe, approximately one mile from the
JMU campus. Course m«fwi«lt including practical tips, outlines, sample first year cases, and
sample exam questions are included in the registration fee. Call 434-5353 for more information.
MINIMUM ENROLLMENT - 10 students
MAXIMUM ENROLLMENT- 30 students
REGISTRATION DEADLINE - February 19.1993
REGISTRATION FEE - $300.00

Do not miss this excellent opportunity to educate
and prepare yourself for the lav school ezperlencel
'::-:■■■:

'.;:

'■'

'

'

for orders of $10 and over
expires 2/21/93

Law Prep Application
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE NUMBER:

l«

L1 Entering law school next year
D Considering law school
"Send check in the amount of $300.00 payable to Stephanie Sipe, Esq. to
LawPrep c/o Litten & Sipe, P.O. Box 712, Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801.
Registration deadline February 19,1993

Savemooev
myoargpoa
looks alone.
i
i

i

HILL
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6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Furnished Apartments
Ceiling Fans
• New Lower Rates
Mini Blinds
• Student Individual Leases
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management
MO**-

To earn our College Days rate of $14 for lift tickets and $12 for
rentals, all you have to do is show us your valid college ID. And if you
bring us this ad, you'll save an additional $2 off the College Days lift
ticket rate. College Days rates apply every Monday and Friday after
12:00 pm. So take advantage of your good looks and join the college
crowd at Massanutten.

MASSANUTIEN

Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort

t O Miles Ease of Harrlsonburg. Virginia on Route 33
Copyright 1983, Owl CaaMm B—1» Mi

Don't Miss
Our Exit!

<«NT>M6

.v^-*

Moo. - Fri.
Weekends by Appt.

•\

" Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway trom JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 24{> East on Port
Republic Road to too bt hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office.

434-2220
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Upcoming
at JMU
• "Elizabeth Murray: Prints
1979-1990," Feb. 8-11, Sawhill
Gallery, Duke Hall.
• "Lisa Titus: Derivations of
Venus," Jan. 18-Feb. 13, New
Image Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Paintings by Barri Lester,"
Feb. 1-11, Artworks Gallery,
Zirkle House.
• "Artwork by Felix Pages and
LynetteChewning," Feb 1-11,
The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.

music
Johnnies Heritage will play at the benefit sponsored by the Campus Catholic Ministry and WXJM.

• Brass Ensemble, 8 p.m., Feb. 9,
Music Building, room 108.

Local music resounds globally

• Jazz Ensemble and Band, 8
p.m., Feb. 11, Wilson Hall
Auditorium.

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

by Jessica Jenkins
senior writer
Think globally, jam locally.
Three JMU bands are jamming
locally Friday night in a benefit
performance sponsored by the Catholic
Campus Ministry and WXJM to raise
money for a global outreach program in
Guatemala.
Johnnies Heritage,. Psuede Farm and
Sons of Icarus will perform in the P.C.
Ballroom, and the proceeds will go to a
village in Chimaltenago, Guatemala.
The concert will aid Volunteers
Beyond Our Borders, a CCM program
developed in conjunction with Catholic
Relief Services, which sponsors the
village by pledging $2,500.
"VBOB is about increasing
awareness in this country about other
areas of the world where even basic
needs are not to be taken for granted,"
member Melissa Poliquin said.
The village receives 10 percent of
CCM's weekly collections, and VBOB
holds Sunday suppers and other
awareness activities to raise funds to
reach its $2,500 goal. At this point,
VBOB has raised $2,000 and hopes to
raise the rest with the conceit.
"We're just keeping our fingers
crossed that everyone will come,"
VBOB chairwoman Jeannie Monahan
said.
WXJM has also been helping plan the
concert, soliciting support from local
businesses.
"We're very interested in helping the

community and helping others and the
worldwide situation," WXJM Big
Events Director Ben Davis said.
Davis said local businesses have been
helpful.
"There's a global problem and they
realize that," he said. "They've donated
a lot of money and products."
Priscilla Demeo, a VBOB member,
said the concert will give JMU students
a chance to help the cause. "A lot of
times people don't realize they can have
that kind of effect on people in a place
so far away."
VBOB is unique, Demeo said,
because the citizens of the village
manage the program, developing
leadership among themselves, and this
allows the Guatemalan people to be
more self-sufficient. The bank gives
small loans at a very low interest rate,
mostly to women, and the payback rate
is more than 90 percent.
"I'd like to bring a sense of
awareness for what's going on in
Guatemala and that we can do
something to help in a positive,
empowering way," Greg Czyszczon, of
Sons of Icarus, said.
Johnnies Heritage lead singer Jon
Pineda and Father John Grace, campus
minister for CCM, started planning the
concert early last semester.
"There are so many local charities
JMU provides for," Pineda said. "This is
just a chance to directly affect people
internationally.''
Pineda hopes to see a big turnout.
"JMU surprised me last year when so

many people came out to Cool Aid, and
I'm hoping they'll surprise me again."
Johnnies Heritage member Rob
Butler said the band wanted to do
something different because this might
be their last performance before
graduation.
"We make money for something we
have fun doing," Buder said, "so every
once in a while we just have to say
thanks for our talent."
Pineda originally planned to do the
concert alone, when Czyszczon offered
his band to help out. Then, Pineda and
his band decided to make the concert a
joint effort with another local band.
Psuede Farm guitarist Mark Burgess
said the band has made special
preparations for the show, but he can't
reveal them until Friday.
Sons of Icarus member Rob Flores
and Czyszczon say they plan to pay for
their concert tickets because the money
goes to a good cause, and Flores said
others have also been donating money.
"It's exciting, people are buying
tickets even though they can't go. And I
think that says a lot"
Czyszczon agrees. "The fact that so
many different groups worked together
to bring this concert together is a real
testament to what different groups with
seemingly different interests can do for
one cause."
Advance tickets are on sale at
WXJM and the CCM house for $3 and
tickets at the door will be $4. Concert Tshirts will be sold Friday night for $8.
Concert begins at 8:30 p.m.

• Eldridge Parrish, horn recital, 6
p.m., Feb. 12, Anthony-Seeger
Hall Auditorium.
• Mike Myers, trumpet recital, 6
p.m., Feb. 12, Anthony-Seeger
Hall Auditorium.
• Soyoung Park, cello recital, 8
p.m., Feb. 12, Anthony-Seeger
Hall Auditorium.
• Candace Kluesner, horn recital,
8 p.m., Feb. 13, Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
• Dr. Richard McPherson, organ
recital, 8 p.m., Feb. 14, First
Presbyterian Church.
• For those interested in helping
with the CCM/WXJM benefit
concert, there will be a meeting
9:30 tonight at the CCM House.

theatre
• The Man from Upstairs," 8
p.m., Feb. 15-28; March 5-15,
Theatre n.
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COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

Music and laughter •

Comedian Scott LaRose wiB be performing at 8 tonight in P.C. Ballroom. LaRose has appeared in various television programs
such as "Arsenio Hall," "thirtysomething," "Dallas" and "In Living Color." Tickets to LaRosc's show will be sold at the door only.
At seats are $2.
At 7 pan. on Sunday night, Gospel artist John P. Kee will be performing in Wilson Auditorium with Ms group, the New Life
Community Choir. In 1981, Kee founded the more than 60-member New Life Community Choir in Charlotte, N.C. In 1987, Kee
released Ns own debut album on Tyscot Records, "Yes Lord." By the beginning of 1990, Kee had three gospel albums, "Just Me
This Tana," "Wait on Hun" and "There b Hope" on the Biboard gospel chart. The same year. Kee was named Producer of the
Year at the Gospel Music Exceaence Awards. Tickets for John P. Kee and the New Life Community Choir are $5 for JMU
students and $8 for the general public. Tickets can be purchased at the JMU University Program Board office or the JMU Center
for MuHkuhural Services, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

mm

MI

UPB Upcoming Events for
the Month of February...
UPB Presents Movie Madness...
Feb. 11
Zebrahead
Feb.12&13 Singles
Feb.14
Murder, She Said
Feb.16&17 Sarafina
Feb. 18
Gas, Food, Lodging
Feb.19&20 Consenting Adults
Feb.21
The Pink Panther Strikes Again
Feb.23
Heathers
Feb.24
Beetlejuice
Slacker
Feb.25
Feb.26 & 27 Last of the Mohicans
Feb.28
No Way to Treat a Lady
All movies except Sunday: $1.50, 7 &9:30 p.m.,unless otherwise noted.
Sunday Movies: FREE, 7:30 only.

Take a break from the ordinary.
Bring a date or... just a friend on
Valentines Day to see...

John P. Kee
and the New Life
Community Choir
7 p.m. Wilson
$5 w/ id
$8 gen'l
$10 day of
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Focus On
IglfBIBMBfcOS
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Valeti
/^rry-Go-Round
They walk to the playground 1
she is always laughing, always
He walks beside her digging
his heals into the dust and
she is wearing one of those
little, plastic headbands—
bright orange-red in her dark 1
He, She, Them—
playing on the merry-go-rounc
whirling, spinning, the dust
erupting from the earth.
His worn out Nikes run in circ
the screechy rusty metal—pain
it was green, it was green once,
Squeals of laughter—a little gii
and then he too jumps onto the
playing machine—all smudgeand gritty. He too turns, aroun<
moves with her to the spiraling
until they disappear into the di

by Lynette Cbewning, st
gEfEIEffl/BfilgglBregM3JEr3J3Jg^^
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Romance
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ntine

;A WisK from a lonely Rose

Thoughts

nd laughing,
vays.

**>"*

Blue sky don't leave me
For the brief period of gray.
I need the life of the birds,
The call of the wind,
The safety of the trees,
The love of the finish line.
Don't hurt me uprising storm.
Lightening of neurotic statesMake me think of smoldering nature.
Thunder makes me believe
In a religion forgotten and unknown.
Rain makes me crazy for you.

irk hair.
mnd,
»t
circles pushing
paint chipped,
>nce, young.

Obsessed with hopeful wishes
I make my daily rounds.
Searching for tenderness,
Searching for comfort,
Searching for belonging,
I need you.

e girl again,
) the revolving
ige-faced
aund and around
»ling, swirling rhythm
le dust.

Answer my calling, with soft-petal lips.
Do not deny my existence or being.
Let me live among the lords,
For I am a consistent slaveWith or without your consent.

hman

—Neil Seme Christensen, freshman
by Lynette Cbewning, senior

Walk closer to me
Let me whisper in your ear
The secrets I've been keeping
Things you ought to bear.
The love that I have sheltered
My love that is so true
Is pounding at my heart
And calling out to you.
— Lisa Botelbo, sophomore
j, senior
SgMJBMBMBBMBfflBB^^
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Join the Crew
Jamrs MjiliMin I nurrsily

All Movies, except Sunday:
$1.50, 7PM and 9:30PM,
unless otherwise noted
Sunday Movies: FREE,
7:30PM only.

SUNDAY

7

8

9

10

—-T-

1!

IIJ
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PERSONAL INJURY
INSURANCE CLAIMS
GENERAL PRACTICE

Ixestaurant
II /»«-»*- mwjrtfc tfws in itt4i-f/•>*»tii*i4i~x

171 N. Main St. I larrisonburg, VA 22801

CRAB FEST
Dabney Overtoil Jr.
304 Nations Bank Building
Harrisonnurg. VA 22801
434-3406

EVERY FRIDAY
AT

JOKER'S PUB

c

E

jMtL .fl Jpt)...
NOW CHOOSE US.

OIT

Office of
Information
Technology

1 »>• of SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries &. Slaw
^>T* Jv plus tax
Each additional pound
$3.50 plus tax
from 5-10 p.m.

Get here early for the best seats!

Restaurant
171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 228Q1
Opportunities available in the Computer
Field beginning May/Summer/Fall of 1993!
• Microcomputer Labs
• Media Technology Lab/HelpDesk
• VAX Operations
• Training Assistant

•
•
•
•

BENEFITS
Impress employers with job-related experience
Have access to latest software and hardware
Work with professionals
Room for advancement

Toni^ EGYPT Funk ft Upl

MADHOUSE

Heavy Rock!

Saturday— Sirfy f)og8 Do it Doggie Style!

M< md iv—Sadler & Sefiree bosts
Open Sta«e • FREE bot dos bar & chili
Tuesday— Tim Rynolds from TRS
AcousKc-BecMc-Amazmg

•FREE taco & veggie bar

Wednesday—William Morris presents direct from Frisco:
i

w/ BOD Driver
Applications available in the
Anthony-Seeger, Showker, and Harrison
computer labs, Miller G41, or at the HelpDesk.
All applications must be turned in
to Miller G41 by 5 pm Friday, March 5.

Wednesday-£dd\e VtOfn 0)r\\0
MOVA's Mew Sensation!

Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:3(1!
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Transcriptions

Notary Public

Sweetheart Special

?
Ij/ptyj Service
25 *Years ^Experience
WH

*»« Clinton
AH *
e* ♦
Barbara
Burditt
131
Street
._-_.
-_—rt/*0
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 ( 703) 434-7968

' Expires 2-28-93 A O A f\ Q f\ Q Time must be
W 1 per customer T-^T—UOL/O used by 12-31-93

Training in Mediation and Conflict Resolution
February 17
■

A Season of Serv
February 25

"Leadership!" is a new series |
'■■'■■ of workshops sponsored by

:-:-:-:-:-:-:-ii«-Airo-XMMnld|y»i:

Your Role in Prejudice Reduction
February 27

: Education And Development
'■■'■■ Center. ! It is our mission to I

•:•:•: provide ail mu. -tiwiMtfi:

: with a diverse assortment of
opportunities and
experience^ fait. wUJ provide
:• :•: knowledge, develop skill*
'. and shape attitudes that will
becpme the foundation far \
lifelong leadership.: These
workshops are open to all |
JMtT students. To register
f<k One or more workshops |
::::::: please fui out tfie
registration form below and
•:::-::::::::-:retttr»:it:to:-

Are Ethics SituationaP
:h 25
■

What's Your Style9
March 29
■

One for All
April 5
■

:::::: ::fhe LEAD Center

•

Office of swdent Actiyiitek

:::::: ::P.O;:BOX 35Di:
:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:• WinerPrice-Hall:
; • James; Madison: University

NAME:.
P.O. BOX.
PHONEYBAR(FRESa,SOPE,Erc)

TO REGISTER: YOU may
rcgUtar for ai many
programa «• yon like, bat
yoa matt tarn in •
re jiitration form at laart one
woek before the firat
program yoa plan to attend
that month.
Space la |
available on a firat coma
firit aerred baaia. Rejiitor
now for February program!.

Please check the program(s) you wish to attend.
•i

Ttaialaa i« nfaelauaa
ana C—Mat K»—tatt—
• Dt. Bill UBHT

UxiMsassf Servica
« fatly IfiHaiiisT

F.W.T, 17. 9AM-NOON
Auni your own confliclm»n«£cmcnt style. Experience the mediation process!
and develop your skills In
critical listening, problemsol ving and language. This
workshop will help you to
in your family, friends
and peers to function more
effectively in conflict
situs lions.

• Deadae Oasklms
Fefcrmssry 23. tTM-tPM
Frequently leaders sre defined
by thetr charisma, power or
ability lo influence. Now,
however, and a new model is
emerging that present* ■
broader picture of leadership.
Join representatives from the
Center for Service-Learning
to explore the opportunitites
and responsibilities of
servant leadership.

□r.

oar Kola la Prejmdio*

* NGBI maaaaa-fllvaa
February 27, ItUAWU
This interactive workshop will
assist participants in identifying
the information and misinformation they have learned about
other groups, expressing pride
in the groups to which they
belong, learning how groups
other than their own experience
mistreatment, and ■earning (ha
personal impact of specific
incidents of discrimination.

The Use and Abuse of P
April 8

Valuing Diversity in I
! 14

Allies. Not Alibis; Building Bridges m a
World of Difference
April 15

-

■
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Si nuiK
Dukes fall
to UNC-W
89-85 in OT

Va. Tech too tough for JMU
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer

by Ian Record
seniorwriter
WILMINGTON, N.C. — JMU's
road woes continued Monday night as
the Dukes lost their second conference
game in three days to North CarolinaWilmington 89-85 in overtime at
Trask Coliseum.
After entering last weekend with a
two-game buffer in the Colonial
Athletic Association, the Dukes, now
15-6,7-2 in the CAA, find themselves
in a three-way tie for first place with
Old Dominion and Richmond. The
losses also put a damper on any
realistic shot at an at-large NCAA
tournament bid.
"Wilmington played a heck of a
ballgame," JMU head coach Lefty
Driesell said. "We are struggling right
now and we didn't play smart."
The Dukes blew a 72-67 lead with
1:44 to play in regulation, and the
Seahawks rallied to tie the score at 74
and send it into overtime. The
comeback was capped by UNC-W
senior guard Keith Adkins' threepointer from NBA range with only 18
seconds remaining.
"We were in the situation that I had
to get a three off, "Adkins said. "That
was a play we had called in the
huddle." Adkins was 4 for 8 from
outside the arc. Sophomore guard
Kent "Culuko chose to go under the
screen so I faded off of it and got the
shot off."

DoublE-DiqiT Dukes
Bryan {Edwards
26
Wiifiam Davis
20
Paul Carter
16
Kent Culuko
11

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Virginia Tech's Jenny Root had a game high 20 points for the
Hokies in their victory over the Dukes Tuesday night.

The JMU women's basketball team
ventured down Interstate 81 Tuesday
to lake on in-state rival Virginia Tech,
and the Dukes found a dose of reality
at Cassell Coliseum as they fell to the
Hokies, 81-60.
This is "not a disappointing loss,"
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
said. "Because I think that Tech has
the best team they've had since I've
been at JMU, and I think they have the
potential to be an NCAA level team."
Virginia Tech tallied a schoolrecord 10th straight home win as it
upped its record to 15-4 on the season.
JMU dropped to 12-7, as it heads
toward the second round of Colonial
Athletic Association competition.
The Dukes were limited to just 18
percent shooting in the second half,
and the Hokies dominated the post
play.
"Their defense was so disruptive to
our offense," Moorman said. "All the
other stats across the board were
equal, except for our shooting
percentage. And their post game was
just stronger than ours was."
The first 1:25 of the game, the
Dukes were pressured full-court by
Tech and were quickly down 7-0. The
Hokies continued the press for the first
10 minutes of the game, and JMU
never recovered.
Tech senior center Lisa Griffith had
11 points during that stretch, and the
lead ballooned to 16 points.
The Dukes followed the Lady
Hokie's run by holding their own for
the rest of the first half, and was able
cut the lead down to nine points as the
teams headed for the locker rooms.
Junior guard Gail Shelly busted out
of her offensive slump with nine firsthalf points on 4-6 shooting, logging a
MOORMAN page 25

Former JMU basketball coach fired by Cal

Driesell said, "I thought we had the
game won but we took bad shots and
made defensive errors — things good
teams don't do. But that is what they
pay me for, so I will see if I can
straighten them out"
The Seahawks thought they had
won the game in regulation when
senior guard Reggie Veney went the
length of the floor and scored as lime
expired. But the basket was waved off
by the referees because junior forward
Sherif El-Sanadily had called for a
timeout. Veney's next shot went off
the rim to send it into overtime.
"I called the timeout — I thought it
was the thing to do," El-Sanadily said.
"Thank God we won."
Wilmington owned the extra
period, going on an 8-0 run for a 8274 lead with three minutes left. The
'

Lou Campanelli, who was the head
basketball coach at JMU from 1972
through 1985, was fired from his post
as head basketball coach at the
University of California-Berkeley
Tuesday.
Cal is 10-7 on the season, 4-5 and
tied for sixth in the Pacific-10. Lack
of communication between his
players and coaching staff was cited
as the reason for his dismissal. This
was Campanelli's eighth season with
the Golden Bears. He was 123-108 at
Cal.
"I wish I could've [finished the
season]," Campanelli said in a press
conference Tuesday. "I deserve that
much."
In his 13 seasons as JMU's head
tllUllll
i i ■ < ■ i , ,.
.. ■
., ..

coach, Campanelli compiled a 238118 record, including three straight
trips to the NCAA tournament from
1981-83.
In
1981, JMU
defeated
Georgetown in the first round of the
NCAA tournament, before losing to
Notre Dame in the second round. In
the 1982 tournament, JMU upset
Ohio State in the first round, then
narrowly missed upsetting eventual
national champion North Carolina,
52-50.
Cal was 5-0 and ranked No. 19 in
the country on Dec. 29 when it lost to
JMU 90-75 in the Seton Hall Holiday
Tournament. Since their hot start this
year, the Golden Bears are 5-7 in their
last 12 games.
i'ui.i •• t > i

PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU
Lou Campanelli
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For students who don't have time to wait
around, the RMH Emergency Department
has a track for you!
Fast Track patients will be treated for minor
illnesses and injuries in an hour or less.

moon deliveries
*om $$Z50Ao $20.00
IfffWeWMve^y)
OPEN
VALENTINE'S
DAY
10-5

Mylars SZM
latex #;e3T
rnmt

During peak hours, a medical team is devoted
exclusively to treating minor emergencies.

w.

And best of all, the quality of care is never
compromised. The Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Emergency Department is the only
emergency service with the staff and facilities
to treat ALL emergencies.

Cards,baUppnSydecor^atipns,,
risque novelties
}

I.aval1&H?in~stock
WITH THIS COUPON

CUP & SAVE

RECEIVE 2 MYLARS WITH
m 2 LATEX FOR $5.25 -f
IN-STORE ONLY ^

m

RMH Emergency Department
A SERVICE OF ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

235 Cantrell Avenue, Harrisonburg • 433-4393

^^^^^^mm^msss^^^ssmssss^^^sm^^mmsm^^^mm^^

IT'S TIME FOR A
CHANGE!!
TRY:
A LARGER BEDROOM
FEWER ROOMMATES
A FIREPLACE
SWIMMING POOL
JACUZZI

DON'T BE CAUGHT STANDING IN LINE
COME TO IRON WORLD AND CHECK OUT THESE
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS

AND:
NO HASSLE 9 MONTH
LEASES!!
NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1993 AT:
«i

1 MONTH PLUS 5 TANNING VISITS FOR $30
OR
REST OF THE SEMESTER PLUS 10 TANNING
VISITS FOR $70

JWTD15CW
IVIXNOR
1022 Blue Ridge Drive

CALL TODAY 432-1860!!
Offered by
For a private showing
OR
FUNKHQUSER Stop by the office and
& ASSOCIATES
ASK FOR MIKE

I

ADDITIONAL $5.00 OFF W7 COUPON

1

OFFER EXPIRES

44

MILLER CIRCLE

(BEHIND GOLDEN CORRAL ON

S. MAIN)

2»28»93

1
)

434«9940
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Moorman
CONTINUED from page23

workmanlike 19 minutes before
intermission.
"I really tried to emphasize to Gail
that I really wanted her to be more
aggressive," Moorman said. "I was
pleased with Gail's effort — she was
alert She played better than she had in
the recent past."
The second half was a completely
different story for the Dukes. In the
first half, JMU was able to shoot 50
percent from the floor, and Moorman
said that had her team made their free
throws before the intermission, the
deficit could have been cut to four or
five points.
But in the second half, JMU had
little trouble from the charity stripe,
but all the trouble in the world from
the field. The Lady Hokie defense
badgered JMU into a 6-33 effort, and
Tech began to run away with the
game.
"At the half, we were only down
nine," Moorman said. "But really for
us to get back in the game, we had to
limit their hot-shooting and execute
our offense better. And they really do
a nice job of putting pressure on the
ball, even in the half-court set."
The Hokies outscored the Dukes
19-9 over an eight minute stretch, and
the lead was pushed to a game-high 23
points with a little more than three
minutes remaining in the game.
The game got closed out with the
two teams exchanging free throws,
and the Dukes were sent back to

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Gal Shely had 12 points for the Dukes in 39 minutes Tuesday.

™ FOUR STAR
DFOUR STAR
^FOUR STAR
^FOUR STAR
^FOUR STAR

PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA

ffipp Pef/v-era,
fits<ytf

vr

•

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

Game Notes:
• Since Jan. 14, when the Dukes lost
their fourth player on the season, JMU
has gone a respectable 5-3, while only
having eight players suiting up.
• Statistics can lie: JMU had more
shots, more free throw attempts, only
one less rebound, less turnovers and
more steals than the Lady Hokies, but
still lost by 21 points.

:FOUR

+ tax

■•*•*!

-PIZZA

tax

(each pizza)
One large pizza with
UNLIMITED TOPPINGS...

■
I
;
'

ChOOSe all yOUr faVOritesl

* One coupon per order. Limi^d delivery area

133-3776

;

Any large
one item pizza
[ WATU BiTFTTiTtTil k*Kwl1

:'FOUIT"""
PIZZA

+ tax
76
Any large
two item pizza

PIZZA

:m|j
S
■ 43»™ mo b
.
U1 ,„,
: ^Y
'8 12" subs

One coupon per order. Limited delivery area ■ One coupon per order, limited de liven area
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■%■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

FOUR

9

r%r%

"FOUR

+ tax

:GECQ

;

a $10?, m .
=====

A

-*-

v

•:.;"~'

4:33-3176

Harrisonburg with their third loss in
the last five games.
Shelly ended up leading JMU
scorers with 12 points for the evening,
and freshman forward Heather
Hopkins added nine points and seven
rebounds.
The Tech charge was headed by
Griffith and sophomore center Jenny
Root, both of whom had 20 points for
the game to lead all scorers. The Lady
Hokies shot 53 percent from the floor,
and cashed in on 21 of 24 attempts
from the foul line.
JMU hits the road as it resumes
CAA play. The Dukes travel to East
Carolina and then North CarolinaWilmington, with victories over both
ball clubs at the beginning of the
season.
"Undoubtedly, there's a get-back
factor," Moorman said. "Those were
our first two conference wins. We
have to be as motivated
psychologically as they are to
overcome that particular hurdle. I
really think we match up well with
both [teams]. I think that talent-wise
we're not overwhelmed."

Two medium
two item pizzas

tax

Two large
one item
pizzas

One coupon per order. Limited delivery .irc.i ■ One coupon per order. Limited delivers area
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head first
haircutters

TANNING
Get ready for Spring Break with a tan!
First visit is FREE
7 visits for $21.00
Expires 3-5*93
1828 S. Main St

433-6643

(Beside Nautilus
Convenient to JMU)

SPECIAL SKT PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
FOR JMU STUDENTS & FACULTY
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special JMU Ski
Program which is being made available by the Winterplace Ski Resort.
JMU Students and Faculty wishing to take advantage of this special ski
program must present their JMU identification card when purchasing lift
tickets, renting ski equipment, or renting a condo.

Experience the Jiffy Lube
Plus, now just
$19*93 (plus u.)

SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
Weekdays (Monday through Friday)
Lift Tickets
9 a jn. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Rental Equipment

(skis, boots, and poles)
$14.95
$7.95
$17.95
$7.95
$12.95
$5.95

Saturday. Sunday. Holidays
Lift Tickets
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

$27.95
$34.95
$16.95

It's lime For,
A Change i

Rental Equipment

(skis, boots, and poles)
$12.95
$12.95
S 7.95

JMU Special Ski Lessons
90 minute group lesson by Winterplace Professional Ski
School for only S6.95 per person - regularly S 12.00!
Winterplace Condominiums
2 Bedrooms - Parlor, 2 Baths, Kitchen - sleeps 6 - available
Sunday night through Thursday night - only $125.00/night.
Winterplace Ski Resort is under new ownership and has vastly
improved its snowmaking capability, added new trails (now 24 trails) new lifts (now 4 chair lifts + 2 surface lifts) and a new dining and food
service.
Winterplace Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley, West
Virginia, Vh miles from the Ghent exit on Interstate 77.
If you need additional info, or need to confirm lodging reservations,
call 304/ 787-3221. For latest snow conditions, call snow phone 1-800258-3127.
Present skiing conditions are: «Afl dudrAifts operating'Excellent skiing top to
bottom*»Featuring beginner, intermediate and expert terrain

It's 1993 and everyone wants change. One change you
can count on is Jiffy Lube's guaranteed 14-point service.
And, our 14-point service is more than just an oil
change. It's also a preventive fluid service maintenance
program that extends the life of your car.
We not only change your oil, giving you up to 5-quarts
of top grade motor oil, we also install a brand new oil
filter and perform 12 additional key services and the "Big
Plus" that can help keep your car out of the repair shop.
Now for a limited time, bring in this ad and get our
guaranteed 14-point service for just $19.93 «*»»>. So.
stop by and see us today (no appointment is necessary)
and take advantage of one change you can count on!

Harrisonburg Jiffy Lube Corky Dotson, Manager
1870 East Market Street across from the Valley
Mall—Open Weekdays 8 am-6 pm
(Thur. 8 am-7 pm), Saturday 8 am-5 pm
433-8599
Wc Do It Right, Guaranteed.

i his offer applies when paid at the counter Proportionate discounts will be applied to venicles with a nisner base
price (4 WDR / RV / etc ) Not valid with any other offers Cash value equals 1/90 of 1 cent.
Authorized by CW. CB 9393
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Driesell

Trick play banned for '93

CONTINUED from page23

Dukes could get no closer than four points the rest of
the way.
"It was a dogfight," Adkins said. "We came out
and tried to make them make mistakes. We couldn't
wait for them to make mistakes."
The error-prone Dukes committed 20 turnovers,
including several down the stretch. Wilmington only
had 12 turnovers.
"What you see right now are teams scratching and
clawing and grabbing and pushing just to get the
win," Wilmington head coach Kevin Eastman said.
"This league is tough on the road. We have
experienced it and now Madison has experienced it
too."
Senior guard Bryan Edwards, whose scoring
production has been down of late and who was in
foul trouble in Saturday night's loss to East Carolina,
led the Dukes with 26 points. Senior swingman
William Davis poured in 20 points.
Senior forward Paul Carter, JMU's hottest shooter
of the game, tallied 16 points on 7-for-9 shooting
from the floor, but fouled out with just under seven
minutes left.
The Seahawks prevailed despite early foul trouble
to Shaw, the team's leading scorer. He saw only 21
minutes of play and was held to only eight points on
the night
Wilmington was led by Adkins and Veney, who
each scored 17 points. Freshman center Darren
Moore added 14 points and 11 rebounds.
"It was poor playing, poor coaching — poor
everything," Driesell said. "This is probably the best
team I have coached at JMU, but we are playing
tight right now."
The Dukes take a welcomed-but-brief break from
the road, hosting William & Mary Saturday. JMU
then travels to ODU Wednesday and Richmond
Saturday.
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Next season JMU head coach Rip Scherer and
the Dukes will have one less weapon in their
offensive arsenal.
Last week the NCAA Rules Committee banned
the fumblerooskie, a trick play in which the
quarterback takes the snap and leaves the ball on
the ground for an offensive linemen to advance.
"I tell you one thing — we have 15
disappointed offensive linemen who dislike the
rule change," Scherer said. "I hate to see the play
banned because it is a very entertaining play and
we're trying to make the game more exciting."
The play was used often and with much
success by Scherer and the Dukes in the past,
including a nine yard touchdown run in the 42-35
playoff victory at Delaware.
"I'm disappointed because it is a legitimate
play," Scherer said. "It is not unethical or
anything — you just have to defend it."

REC REPORT
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FILE PHOTO/THE BREEZE

Bryan Edwards netted 26 points Monday.

Do you need leadership experienced
Do commuter concerns like parking,
housing, and buses concern youf*

• All are invited to sweat with a sweetheart for
the Sweetheart aerobics class Feb. 14 at 5:45
p.m. in Godwin Hall Gym.
• Any student interested in going downhill
skiing this weekend with the outing club should
contact Beth Gormar at x4024.
• The women's rugby club opens the spring
semester at Old Dominion Saturday.
• The intramural volleyball sign up meeting will
be held Feb. 17 at 5:30 p.m. in Godwinllall,
room 344. ■
• "Love on the Rocks," a program on safe
decision making and common misconceptions
about drinking and sex, will be held Feb. 25 at 8
p.m. in Godwin Hall,room 205.

First Visit FREE...
Introductory offer
,.,9 visit$4$19.95.
Get Ready for .,.
Spring Break at

TCMCS,

Inc.

3061 South Main
:^arrisonh^rgtiy^

Applications for all positions are
available at the Information Desk in
Wine Price or stop by the CSC Office.
(Stipends offered).

4-tax

■

■■

^^^
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WALK TO CAMPUS
4 and 5 BR UNITS
FULLY FURNISHED
5 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS

\j>.

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 AM. -10:00 PM. 434-3509
OLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVl
L
D
WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK. ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink.'

w

MOTONCYCLF. SAFETY FOUNDATION
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f Oi ail tUtt \tMOt* 4 ihou,
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Professionally manage
Horsleyancl Ccmstabl
Property Management Division

|PedaJ^dn the; "level - no fculls to climb
or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps,
Stain resistant wall-to-wail carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
asketball courts.
ave^parking spacesPre-w||M for telephone. ■
Telephone &» cable outlets in each room
eadbolt 1 >eks and door viewer I on
1 apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus serviee to campus &
Valley Mall.
Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.
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173 or 432-9502

RARR'EE STATION
Al

discounted catalogue
& brand-name clothing for
men & women

HARRISONBURG
Spotswood Valley Square
Next to Kroger

■ OLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVI
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Personal foul: refs take their fair share
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer
For a "bunch of college kids
looking for a little extra money," as
one student put it, refereeing for
JMU's intramural basketball
competition provides a chance to see
some crazy things — but that's the
upside.
The downside is the constant verbal
abuse and comments during, and
sometimes after, the game. And some
referees might want to make sure that
they've got good health insurance.
"When you first step on the court,
you automatically make 10 to 15
enemies, before you've even done
anything," Intramural Supervisor Ken
Lovic said.
About 40 JMU students have taken
the challenge this winter, some brave
enough to return after taking the heat
during past seasons.
Most referees work an average of
four to six hours a week, Lovic said.
The wages aren't bad for mediating a
couple of games between former high
school stars who want to prove they
still have it. First-year referees earn
$4.90 per hour, and by their third year,
referees make up to $7.50 an hour.
The preparation for handling a twomonth long intramural season is brief:
officials are given a one-hour seminar
from a veteran NBA referee on the
basics, then practice for two hours in
scrimmage games.
Officials come away from the
season with some pocket change and a
better appreciation for how difficult

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Senior Jeff Hurst once got a death threat from a player who objected to his calls during a game.
refereeing basketball really is.
"It's a difficult job, and some
players take it too seriously," senior
McCarthy Gause said. "I have a lot
more repsect for officials now."
But that doesn't mean he^l be
sympathetic when he trades the
referee jersey in for a player's jersey.
Gause, a referee for two-and-a-half
years, said he has heard enough

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Sophomore Mami Wire has been an official for two years.

complaining as an official that he
turns the tables as a player. He now
knows how to work an official and
swing questionable calls his way.
Senior Jeff Hurst, who has refereed
for three seasons, says one mark of a
good official is not letting the crowd
affect your calls.
In one game, a player broke away
with the ball and had one defender to
beat. Not bothering to go around the
defender, the player instead leaped
over him, slam dunking the ball,
rattling the rim and setting off the
crowd.
Some of the crowd even came onto
the court to high-five the man of the
legendary dunk. But Hurst's partner
was in position to make the call, and
whistled the player for a charging
foul, which disallowed the basket.
When it comes to crowds, most
referees agree that nothing compares
to the intensity of fraternity games.
The championship division sets up
face-offs between the Greek
organizations known for their energy
and rowdy crowds.
"I like those games, they're the best
to do," Gause said. "The crowds really
get into it, but those situations make
me a better official."
Hurst said, "They're the hardest
ones, and the crowd is the biggest
fear. If you ignore them, and watch
with a tight whistle, the crowd takes
care of itself. But it's fun to do,
because it's a challenge."
Perhaps the biggest problem
referees face is when players turn
violent. Hurst left the gym one night
with a death threat.
"The tension built over the course
of the game," Hurst said. "I had to
give a guy a technical. He had 60
seconds to leave the gym, and when I
turned around, he pushed me.
"He finally left, but out in the
parking lot, he pulled up. "I told him
that I was only doing my job.
"Well, he said, 'If I see you around,
I'll probably kill you.'"

"Things finally got worked out a
couple of weeks later when I saw him
on campus, and we apologized to each
other."
Senior Rich Whalen has also had
contact with his share of overexcited
ballplayers.
Whalen was getting an earful from
one player, so he ejected the player
from the gym. The player did not take
it very well.
"It was very nerve-racking,"
Whalen said. "I thought he was
coming at me." But Whalen stood his
ground and the intramural supervisors
stepped in to help.
With a unique perspective on the
game, referees have to keep alert.
While the players have to worry about
guarding only one opponent, two
referees are responsible for watching
all 10 players on the floor.
Each team is responsible for
bringing a friend to the game to act as
a scorekeeper and timekeeper. But the
final decision on all matters rests in
the hands of the officials.
"One time, a team took a lastsecond shot to win," supervisor Tim
Graul said. "The two scorekeepers
disagreed on whether the shot
counted, and they just sat there
arguing for about five minutes before
we settled it
"We ended up sending the game
into overtime to settle the conflict, but
we [the supervisors] had to sit behind
the scorekeeper and timer to keep
everything in line."
Blake Peddicord, a junior who
refereed in the past, said, "Some
nights I really had fun — some not so
much."
But to be a referee, you've got to be
able to bounce back from a rough
night
"You've just got to put it behind
you and move on."
The intramural refereeing program
is coordinated by Recreational
Activities in Godwin Hall. For more
information, call x6669.

.
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Humor■ , ■■■■
THE FAR S\DE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBEES/Bill Watterson
SEE, E^ER^ONE WILL
I'M TUROW\NG
PEOPLE 00= Mtf THINK THESE TRACKS WERE
MADE Bi A ONE-LEGGED
TRAIL V»\TM
W) GOING THKT Wtf, ANO
DECEPTWE
fOOTPRMTS. ITHEVIL BE COMPLETED
WRONG.'
\

WHO WAOLS
\S OK TOUR
TRAIL?

LOOK. IT
DOESNT WVJR.T
TO TAKE
PRECAUTKiN'S

■-\

I
NOBoCrt CAN MAKE ME
GO \NSIDE.' I'VE GOT
200 SNOWBALLS THAT
5M I'M 5TA1ING OUT.'
No ONES 60NMA MAKE
ME COME \N THE HOUSE.'

I USED TO HATE WR\TIN6
ASSIGNMENTS. BUT NOW
I ENJOX THEM. _--

WESHT AHWf

nrn

I REAU7ED THAT THE
PURPOSE OF WRITING IS
TO INFLATE WEAK IDEAS.
OBSCURE POOR REASONING,
AND INHIBIT CLARVTV.

WITH A LITTLE PRACTICE,
WRITING CAN BE AW
INTIMIDAT\N6 ANO
IMPENETRABLE P06.'
WANT TO SEE Ml BOOK
REPORT?

"No, really, Mom — who do you like best?"

'THE WNAMKS OT INTEK8EIN6
ANv KftNOLOGKKL IMPERATWES
IN DICK AND JANE: A STWT
IN P51CWC TRMISRELATIONAL.
GENDER MO0E5."
ACADEMIA,
HERE I
COME.'

&AJ
s> > ItS""*"

Y/fs-"
cm; Hm**. WCJPI ii «nnnn»M,«im»Si«iw

"Drive, George, drive! This one's got s coathanger!'
<■

OUTER BOUHDS/CJ.Grebb
OWE 3U&T HAS TO WONDER
|u;H/4T5 OUT THERE....

UFE FORMS TOO ADVANCED
TO EVEN CorlPIEHEUO.ALlBAi
2>mN6S US|M6 T6CHW0L0SY

To ITS FULLEST

POTENTIAL

r*

\

...

OW \TS UAY TO
TOUCHING TUB VERT

\\|\MD OF 600/
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters

«11

VEMSlMlUTVDE/BrentCoulson

wcw
(.s

C

MI KEY MOUSE COMMITS SUICIDE.

COHV\HCED/Vmce Tardy & P. Matt Roberts
MEET GIRLS'?
Step Ore: Clothing is one of the
[first things that the opposite sex
ill notice about you. Dress acc-

iStep two: Showcase your in[teliigfrce; this can bs done
[by engaging in clever ccnverIsaticn.

WHAT NE|L
I Step three: Don't believe the
tUTDr that chivalry is dead! It
is very mxh alive and well at
JMJ.
fUrn... s©

[VOU tWOUJ, IT'i FUMH^...
jfel M»«<, rnocj C«AL& \VOLUX.
1 Hwt rownonEo r*M ^COD

WMWT M5^M

w*i-nN*. Foft?Ger •»» - m«i mom NCCOS TUC
CI>C SACK. IM HiMC

rBuTTweitft'

four: If all goes veil, your date
Ishould be a rousing success! Ifcw, the rest
up to VTJU. Don t be afraid to 'let your
doun", so to speak. Msn of the 90's
|are very in touch with their feelings!
SO, DUX* ..! How 1XD THE DPTTt &«.?.«?.' J

I BE*
jsvtfc LfcT f*E- BFW£ tT '!

CtHJLtt

f

U*

-vT

««
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FOR RENT
Lena I ML View Drive townhouee SBR, lunwhtd, $i75-$2i0/mo..i year lease

For rsnt - 4BR, 2 bath condo. University
Place, W/O, range, OW, MW, relrigerator.
Furnished, available August I, 1993. Cal
COlecl, (703) 594-2277.

Athletic Instructor (Part time) - Must have
some knowledge of soccer 8 the abilriy to
work w«h youth Afternoon a evening hours
(10-20 hours per week). Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks & Recreation,

SWSprlr>gbraa«MercoHegta1esklweek»-

Summer sublet - University Place, May August. Price negotiable. Call Kwan. 433-

305 South Dogwood Dr., Harrisonburg, VA
22801. Deadhne is Friday, Feb. 19,5pm

Sutton. Canada (Just across the Vermont
border). Group leader dscounts. Springbreak
'93. Call SKI Travel Unlimited, (800) 999-

Outer Banks largest sratsrsperts center
hiring
enthusiastic
persons
for
sailing/windsurfing instruction, powerboat 8

SKt9

MM

(8/93-6794), (703) 450-5008.

7680.
SBR duplex

(HM

everything) - June 1,
Summer sublet - $130 in cool house Cal

1993. $480/mo. 434-2100

Jess. 434 2629
501 High - 4/2 BR. Next lo campus.
Available August. $135/mo. 433-1010

10 BVHJTS! WALK
ON SOUTH MAIN ST.
1BR APT.
&
4BRAPT.
434-3509

Summer sublet - Hunter* Ridge,
townhouse. furnished. $180. utilities. 1BR
Can 432-0320.

^^^__^^_

Halt block from campus - 4BR, 2 bath,
contemporary near Anthony-Seeger. M/W,
W/D. water & trash parking. $210 lor lour.
432-1775.
Duke Gardens -"Ths closes! apartmerts lo
the Quad" 3BR 21/2 bams. W/D, everything
plus convenience. $630. 564-0807.
Funkhoussr Management Division.

Sanyo stereo - CD double cassette,
turntable, receiver. $300. Negotiable. 4320742

>

Townhouse* In Country Club Court - 4
extra large BR, 2 1/2 baths, W/D, range,
relrigerator, $650-$670/mo. 564-0807,
Funkhouser Management Division.
University Place - 4BR, 2 baths, W/D,
range, refrigerator, M/W. $750. 564-0807.
Funkhoussr Management Division
Gingerbread house - 1BR apts . large BR,
large living room. $320 - $360/mo. 5644807,
Furkhouser Management Dwision.
21 SBR condoa lor those who *e lo relax
at home. Pool, Jacuzzi, weight room & much
more. Madison Manor, 432-1860. Funkhouser

J-41APAftTUEMT5
434-1847 Of 434-3882

1 BEDROOM APT. $250/MO.
2 BEDROOM APT. $350/MO
3 BEDROOM APT. S375/MO.
4 BEDROOM APT. UOOrMO.
(Sorry, all 4BR rented!)
ALL APT. NEAR CANTRELL
BRIDGE
ONE OF THE CLOSEST
COMPLEXES TO JMU
OWNER/MANAGERS
THE OOOD APARTMENTS GO

1040

Typist - Accurate, reasonable, close to
JMU. flush jobs welcome. 4344947

433-7146
4BR furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge,
owner sacrifice, $66.900.434-0172
AXP Brother Auction - February 11.
Thursday evening, 9pm. $1-2 at the door.
Semi-formal attire required. Call 15508 lor
deals.

HELP WANTED
Greeks * Clubs - $1,000 in hour! Each
member of your Irat, sorority, Bam, dub, etc.
pitches in just one hour & your group can
raise $1,000 in just a few daysl Plus a chance
to earn $1,000 for yourself I No cost. No
obligation. (800) 932-0528, x66.

Directories, the nation's largest publisher of
campus telephone directories, is imerviewing
goal oriented students for a challenging, full-

Summer sublet - 2RM, half mile Irom
campus. $180 ft $150.432-0742, Brian/Joe

Can you manage on an eitra $2500?
Practical experience for Business/Marketing
majors. Manage credit card promotions on
campus for a National Marketing Firm. Hours
flexible. Earn up to $25O0/lerm. Call (800)
950-8472, XI7

Fan sublet - RM in Old South High house,
$180. x5352

„^___^

4BR duplex a 3BR hows - 2 bkxks/JMU.
433-1100
Sublet very nice 2BR duplex with screened
porch, W/O. from now unti June or August
$250mw. 432-0449 or x3068

Beek your lormals nowl National DJ
Connection can help. 433-0360

NOTICE

743-5556.

5644807.

SERVICES

bracelets, pendants ft more at
discount prices.
82 South Main
downtown Harrisonburg

us out. $315/mo. 434-2100

House lor rsnt - August '93, 4 extra large
BR, 1 very small BR. huge basement, fenced
backyard. '438 Coliicello St. W/D, nice
kitchen, $700. Funkhouser & Associates.

LOST & FOUND

Valentine candy - Fudge, jelly bellys,
chocolate Vllage Bazaar, Kroger Center.

iBR apts. - Short leases available 4 blocks
on Dutchm* Court. Exceptional value. Check

message.

openings. No experience necessary. Male or
female. For ernptoyment program cal (206)
545-4155, XA5325

Shop Encore Consignments
for Valentine's
Heart shaped sterling rings, crystals,

time summer position. Gain valuable
experience in advertising, sales & public
relations Average earrings $3,900. Expense
paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
College credit may be avatable. Interview on
campus February 19. Information & interview
sign-up available today at the Career
Services Center, Sonner Hall or call (800)

1 I 2BR apts. - 3 blocks from campus.
Quiet, secure neighborhood. 432-3979, leave

Alaska summer employment - fisheries.
Earn $600./week in canneries or
$4,ooo./mo. on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & board' Over 8,000

9pm please.

Summer jobs 4. Internships - University
Townhouse - Furnished, female, JMU, 3
blocks, W/D. Available August, $150. 434-

person

Epson Equity IE 386 computer - Color
monitor, Panasonic KX-P1191 multimode

FIRST SO COME BY AND SEE US.

r*

Waitresses - Jess' Quick Lunch, 22 S.
Mail St. Morning & afternoon shits. Apply in

Found - Small knife near J-lot. Call 4347780 with desenpton to claim No cats after

Management Division. Ask for Mitel
Summer sublet - The Commons, 1BR,
lumahsd. Iree cable, $150. Available May August Cal 433-7860.

NC 27949. (919) 261-6262.

432-6228

1711.

Challenging Summer jobs with outdoor
fun - Salary & RM/BD m camps for disabled
persons. Need male/female camp counselors,
lifeguards & specialists in lood service,
canoeing. & camping/nature In beautiful Blue
Ridge Mountains or near Virginia's East
Coast. Great experience for any future
career' Training provided. Apply ASAP to
Camp Easter Seal, Box 5496. Roanoke, VA
24012.(800)365-1656.

WANTED

equipment rentals, retail. Contact Bill Miles,
North Beach Sailing. Inc, Box 6279, Duck,

Lolt 1 frig lor sale - Cheap, will deliver

printer. $1,000 or bast offer. Cal Scott, 433-

Orty $209. Includes: 5 day Ml ticket* nights
lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days
Irsercollegiata activities (DrirMng age - 18).
Sponsored by LabatTs, Evian. Molson ft Ml.

For more information a assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501

SPRING BREAK

4 vi 4 Co-Rec Volleyball Tournament
Captain's meeting. Feb. 17, 530, Godwin

Orientation Assistant applications are
available in Alumnae Hal 106. Information

For non-science ft science majors. $3800 all
inclusive College ol Wiiam & Mary For into

session - Monday. Feb. 15. 1993, 6pm,
Piedmont Room, WCC. Applications due

call (804) 221 -2238. Limssd spaces available.

Friday, Feb. 26,1991

Tutors needed in all subject areas.- Slop
by the Counseling ft Student Development
Center, Alumnae Hall, Room 200 lor an
application.

Help reestablish on* of
JMU's oldest fraternities.
Become a co-founder!

Rush

PERSONALS

ex

Sophomore class Habitat For Humanity
excursion, Feb. 20.1993. 50 caring people
are needed to build homes for
underprivileged persons. Wi leave campus
7am ft return to 8pm. Cal Marybeth at x5492
to raserve your spot by Feb. 13,1983

Rush Tfwta Chi! They saved the best lor
last For mom Mo caH Harrison, 433-8361 or
Mke Lee, 432-9312.
EC - We had fun breaking the rules with

Adoption - Loving couple unable lo conceive
child of their own wishing to adopt an slam.
We can help each other. Please cal cotsct,
Robyn ft Scott, (703) 742-7091.
Adoption - A He filed with love, laughter &
kiabies. Happily married couple hoping lo
adopt Cal Jeannie ft Ken cosset, (804) 282
1652.
Party houses - North Myrtle Beach.
Welcome al groups. Group-leader discounts
Cal Myrtle Beach Tours, 9-4pm. (703) 250-

youlAXQ
AKA Rho's - Good hick with pledging this
semester! Love, Foakl.
bept ot Foreign Language* * Utoretur.
FLSOSpcredMs) FrencAMely

■few

VM: Parts, Lobe VeBsy (Chateaux).
French FJvtere, Venice, Florence. Rome!
Cost: $2,360 (ptue tuition) kickidM
t-sneportaSon, hotels, entrance fees,
biiekssiti ft dewier*. Detstas: Wop by/
eel Dr. Ik—lei MSB. Koozss 430/ «SOM.

2125.
Balloons for your sweetie, friend,
admires- Buy a Heartgram from an Alpha
PhH Available for order trough Friday! AJpha
Phis wi psrsonsly deliver your Vaktrtins gift!
Check your maabox or Sod a Phi to ordarl
PI Sigma EpsHon
Congratulates their new
prospective members:
Rodney Atlenza, Tim Clement,
Juvonia Veronica Earle, Karen
Gurick, Kirsten Hsack, Karen
Haycock, Kalis IndsHcato, Heather

Spring Break) Bahamas cruise, 6 days,
$2791 Panama City, rooms with kitchens.
$119, Dayiona $149, Cancun $459, Jamaica

Ingraham, Cherise M. Jarvis,
Tammy Kotsay, Valerie Leighton,
Catherine Meredith Linberger,
Sarah Londeree, Joan Loverro,

Ski Mount Button, Canada for Spring
Break! 5 day lit ticket, 5 nights lodging in
mountainside condo. 5 days ft nights ol
intercollegiate parlies, races ft activities lor

Marcs Ores Night
Featuring After Five, a sensational
DJ, ft fully catered. Tickets must be
purchased in advance. Seles begin
Feb. 1-12 from 12-Spm in the SOA
Office. tS/couple, $3/psrson. For
more into, calGavi atx4810.

344
Wanted - Inquisitive '93 Summer students.
Selected sited in Costa Rica. Bio program
(July 4 - August 5), 6 hr credit Plants & birds

Save big en Spring Break '93 - Jamaica.
Cancun, Bahamas Irom $459! Florida from
$1391 Hurry, these trips wd sell out! Organize
group ft travel (reel Cal Sun Splash Tours,
(800)426-7710.

$4791 (800) 678-6386

Sophomore Semi-Formal

Emily Peake, Brent E. Peterson,
Twanda Robinson, Chad Smith,
John Zimmerman A Denies
Zulandll

Alpha Phi's A-Phlaeco heart-health tip for
Thursday - People suffering from high blood
pressure, a leading cause of heart disease
can reduce blood pressurs through regular
aerobic activity. Come to our Jump For Lie,
Valey Mall, Friday ft Saturday.
Scott - Happy Valentine's Day to you ft
your sweetheart! Unto
AKA - Breakfast on Saturday, we're
cooking! Happy Valentine's Day, Foakl
Open Meetings
Administrative Computing Advisory
Committee
February 17,1993
10:30 am to 12 noon
Academic Computing Advisory

Committee
March 26,1993
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

only $2091 Sponsors include LaBatrs, Ml.
Sutton ft Molson Transportation available
John G., 432-1277.
Soring Break
Best Prices Around I
Nassau, Bahamas $290
Cancun, Mexico
$429
Time of your lifel We know from
experience! Call Jill, 432-9324
or Elizabeth, 568-7151

Buy a "Heartgram" Irom an Alpha Phil Tel
someone you care! Only $2 ft $2.50!
Available lor order through Friday!

(800)678-6386
Attention Springereakers! Party *e gods!
Panama City, $139; Key West. $269:
Jamaica ft Cancun Irom $450. Quality
accommodations, free drink parlies! Cal Joe,
Endless Summer, (800) 234-7007.

CONFERENCE ROOM,
CARRIER LIBRARY

All Commuter Student Council positions
now open lor Fall '93. Pick up an application
at the CSC or COCL Information desk at
Wine-Price Hal Deadline lor all applications
Feb. 15. (Stipends otto red).
Soccer Officials' Training Clinic, Feb. 16 ft
Feb. 25,4:30, Godwin 338.

Awesome Spring Break Bahamas cruise
$2791 Includes 6 days in Bahamas, 10 meats!
Sail from Florida! Beautiful beaches, great
nightlife! Drinking age 181 Springbreak,

BOTH MEETINGS WILL BE HELD
IN THE PRESIDENTS

MX - Good luck with Rush! AXH
Are you tired of singing in front ot
ths mirror? Do you want to "show
off' your talent7 Well come
audition for Star Search '93. A
Rainbow ot Talent. Auditions sre
being held Wed., Feb. 17 at 6pm In
ths Highlands Room of the WCC.

Congratulations to our new IN Little
sisters - Torrey, Lauren, Leah, Stephanie.
Kim, Suzzi & Jenny! We love youi Brothers ol
EN.
Are you tired ot singing In front ot
ths mirror? Do you wsnt to "show
off' your talent? Well come
audition for Star Search '93. A
Rainbow of Talent. Auditions are
being held Wed., Feb. 17 at 6pm in
the Highlands Room of ths WCC.

Bewsrsl IK Cupids capturing hearts
wight at Valentine's Cocktail
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AXQ congratulates ill the JHU Student
Ambassadors - Especially Erka a Kristy tor
thskoumanrjngrecogniionl
WM to be a UPB member? Slop by & pick
up t form in our office. Looted across from
tr»lrtodes»intrieWCC,x6217
Honor A.
■a Week oil begin Monday.
Pick up an "On my honor...' button on the
WCC patio, Monday. Prizes will be given
randomly throughout the week to those
wearing their buttons in support of the honor
system.

INC6BAE6T InJFoAUATiAU
Massanutten Ski discount tickets
benefiting Pleasant View Homes on
February 8th ads gave incorrect into!
Ticket* were only on sale at
COCL
UPB was not aware ot this event!

Hey Dav* Thomas (not Wendy's) Congratulations from all ol us at the Morgue
lor the 97th percentile placement on your
LSAT's. We didn't realize you were that
smart Or even smart

Gorgeous - Yea, someone does still care
& always wt You mean a lot to me. Love is
braver, remember? Lille One
Will - It has* to be
Amtlvsrsary/VD. Love. LN.

you.

Happy

The UPB would Ike to congratulate Tracy
McEvilly on being named its executive
chairperson for the 1993-94 school year.
Beers - Alls I know Is, 'I wanna tall from the
stars... Hope you comprehend* I love you!
A Season

To the person whs so graciously called
alter finding Sally Hash's notebook in the
parking bt of Godwin: please call again or
bring the notebook to the dance office at
Godwin. I need it. Thanks.

Cross Stitch - JMU, Greek, 1300 books,
Ml Hll beads, 10 minute watt down Mason
Street at FnvMn. Dee's Needleworks, 434
8347.

BAKE SALE

Tom - Can we play In the cave? Love you,
Mere.

&
T-SHIRT SALE
... for your sweetheart
WCC Patio, Friday, Fob. 12
• -4
Sponsored by PI Sigma Epsilon

AXA - Thanks lor the wait through your
Winter Wonderland! A£A
©pptobutt - Hopapoppopyop Vopilopsop
Dopayop. Imop nopotop popisopsopyop
aropycomoporope Poutofopeetop

Find what you're looking
for.

ji

Use the classifieds.

The Breeze
congratulates its new
1993-94 leaders.
Lisa Duffy
business manager

Heather O'Neil
editor

Donna Ragsdale
managing editor

d
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You've seen him as a guest on :
Family Ties, In Living Colour}
Arsenio Hall, Thirtysomething]
and hosting MTV Half Hour
Comedy
and the lead in the movie
"Fern Gully"

arwoctcv;

Join The Crew

And now UPB is proud to present
to the JMU campus
i

f

The Breeze is now hiring:

Account Executives

The New

'A

In Need of Cash? Experience?

Thursday, February 11,1993
P.C. Ballroom
8p.m.
$2 at door only!

Responsibilities:
Contacting local businesses to acquire
accounts for advertising within the
Breeze. You will work as a liason
between your clients and your ad
designer.

Ad Designers
Responsibilities:
Designing ads for local businesses to be
published in the Breeze twice per week.
You will work with your account executive
to give the client the desired results.

Ad Design Manager

ITS ^01 TOO
Orders ibi: Valentine^ Day Delivery
Will be accepted:^«tn^:0OPM:::
::: TOP AY^ <Tb:uw4ay/: P^ llth):::
:::::::::::::::::::;:;:::a^;^8ter;CWp8:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::
::: Lvthe; ONLY: delivery: ierjrlce accepting; FLEX*'.;

Responsibilities:
Supervises the production of all
advertisements for paper. Budgets the
amountvof space needed, regulates
deadlines, proofreads advertisements and
prepares layouts.

Asst. Business Manager
Responsibilities:
Serves in a support role to the business
manager. Contacts clients about
payment. Handles delivery of The
Breeze and U Magazine.
x-:-:v:x>;x'y;:-:o:^uwrt^:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:v:-:-:-:
: ::
: : : ::::::-:-:CONGRATULATIQNS:::::-:-:-:-:-:

«■

;:;::o.:.:.::::::::::-::-:Attd::::::::-::-:-:-:-:;::::::i
149,999th: ctirtotftei^Rob FahttteV;:;:;:
:: i56>ddt8t;ieufltbmet.;Dpug ^Catttiy:

::::::.::::vii;isi#^

:•:•:•:•:•: ••■M»^OAY-:-:-:-:-:tUfigBAV-:-:-:-:w£-D6jfeSDAY

/««

10SH PRINGLE HIED1WELTY'
1st PHIL RYMAN
HARDING
2nd HEATHER KANEER DIANE DiPAlO DARCEY
—
iRTER
IQDY CRAYBAS
3rd RIG CLARK

Send Cover Letter • Resumes • Clips to:
~ „.
^ , «« *nn*
Deadline: Feb. 22,1993
5:00 p.m.

Lisa Duffy
Executive Business Manager
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GIVE A GIFT FROM
"ZA" HEART!
"Heart Shaped"
DOMINO"S PIZZA!
TWO TOPPING HEART

•4*

$9."
Call For Details-

433-2300

or

433-3111
Port Rd/Market St

JMU Campus / S. Main St

LARGE PARTY SAVINGS
15" LARGE PIZZA WITH ONE TOPPING!

'

One for

TWo for

Three for

Four for

Five for

99 12 99 1799 22 99 2799
7
NO COUPON NECESSARY-TOR A LIMITED TIME!

MVpiiriTpdv^
TWO MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

9

<b

5

99

Original or "ZZesty Deep Dish"
For a Limited Time!

VOUR CHOICE
3Off
«•■

$

ANY
LARGE

t^0*

■ 2-1
{AOfl

s

ANY
MEDIUM

$

ANY
SMALL

Expires: February 28,1993

a

ONE TOPPING PIZZA

MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
PIZZA & 2 FREE COKES!

99

•Good after 9pmOriginal or "Hetty Deep Dish"

6

99

Original or "ZZesty Deep DislH
For a Limited Time!

CHEDDAR
CHEEZTICKS!

FREE BIC SALAD
FREE TWISTYBREAD

DOMINO'S CHEEZZTICKS
W fill CHEDDAR CHEESE!

FREE W/ANY LARGE TWO
TOPPING PIZZA!

4

99
JUSTASK!

for

9

99

For A Limited Time!

